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SGA seats contested
STAff REPOtT

When they head to the polls Aprill1 and 12,
Murray State students will notice a change
from recent years' Student Government
Association elections: variety.
·
For the first time in several years, races for
three of the four Executive Committee positions are contested. Five candidates are running for Student Government president, three
for vice president. and four for secretary. Jay
Graham is running unopposed for treasurer.
Several candidates also will be listed on the

ballot for the at-large and individual collep
senatorial seats.
Breece Hayes, chairman of the SGA
Elections Ways and Means Committee,
expects the contested races to draw more atu..
dent voten than did recent eleetiona. He noted
that candidates repreaent various orpniaations and ethnic groupe aeroBB campua, whicli
could heighten campaign oompetitivenaA and
increase voter turnout.
Most of the 49 SGA candidates attended a
See ELECTION§/13

rallyers inhale
Cialbraith's pla~fornm

MSU

Gubernatorial hopeful discusses rights, hemp
Bv ANGEL FAIRBANKS
STAFF WRITER

Gatewood Galbraith, candidate for the democratic gubernatorial nomination, and his
running mate Jerry Hammond
spoke to more than 100 Murray
State University students from
3 to 4:30 p.m. Wednesday in
the
Elizabeth
Hall
Amphitheater.
The pair outlined a platform
advocating individual rights,
. higher education stipends and
tlie legihzatfon Of'i'Jremp rot
industrial use and marijuana
for medical use.
Galbraith, a criminal defense
attorney from Lexington,
opened his speech with a question describing his platform.

tests for nicotine before hiring.
He said he and his administraI am not encouraging tion "will take the government
the use of hemp, but out of businesses, pocket books
and bedrooms.
I will sponsor it for
"My purpose as governor
medical and industrial would be to break down the
power and give it back to the
use.
people."
Steve Roehm, sophomore
from Owensboro, said he has ·
Gatewood Galbraith been supporting Galbraith for
five years because "someone is
finally
speaking the truth. He
"Did our forefathers come
is for legalizing freedom!'
from- Britain ...and get off. t.hc
Galbraith said it is time to
boat to come to Kentucky to
invest in Kentucky, which
piss in a cup, in order to supincludes the state's education
port their families?" he asked.
system.
He
said
the
Galbraith disagrees with the
Commonwealth Incentive will
policies of Kentucky corporations that administer drug
See GALBRAITH/13

"
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KSP choose vall

Center releases
3 cheerle&.ders
Insurance policy,
fundraisers to
asstst families
with medical bills
BY KELLY MENSER
EDfTOit lN CHIEF

Three Murray State cheerleaders still hospitalized late last week have been released from
Vanderbilt Medical Center in Nashville where
they were treated after a March 18 accident
involving a Univenity van.
Brandon Vaughn, sophomore from Dexter,
Mo., was released Tuesday following skin grafting to his left. arm March 22. Laneia Meacham,
junior from Hopkinsville, and Jodi Flanagan,
junior from Mt. Vernon, Ill., were released
Wednesday and Saturday, respectively.
The students were among 12 MSU cheerleaders and their sponsor ir\iured while returning to
Murray from the Nashville International
Airport. They had flown to Nashville from
Tallahassee, Fla., following the Racen' appearance in the NCAA regional basketball tournament March 17.
The Univel'8ity's insurance policy will supplement the injured students' personal insurance
policies to pay for medical costs accumulated
because of the accident, said President Kern
Alexander. University coverage is provided by
t.be Naaim-J Alaociation of Collegiate Directors
of Athletics, which handles insurance accounts
of NCAA affiliates.
MSU officials visited Vanderbilt Medical
Center while students were hospitalized to
assist the cheerleaden' families with insurance
claims procedures.

Michael Crisp, senior from Princeton and mem·
ber of Alpha Slama Phi fraternity, kneels
Monday at the door of the Alpha Omicron PI
sorority house In memory of Glnpr Adams.

Members of the the campus community,
Murray residents and various "outside" sources
have oft'ered additional .financial and emotional
support. Supporters have donated approximately $10,800 to a fund established for the cheerleaders by Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. Pocket's
Shell Food Mart and the Pikes raised more than
$9,000 for this fund during a car wash March 22
See SUPPORT/13

AND IT MAKES ME WONDER

tire investigator
BY KELLY MENSER
Eonoa IN CHIEF

Kentucky State Police have
selected an independent analyst to examine the tire that
caused an accident March 18
involving a Murray State
University van. The wreck
resulted in the. death of one
MSU cheerleader and injuries
to 11 other members of the
squad and their sponsor.
According to a state police
report, the van overturned several times on Interstate 24
after the tread separated from
the driver's side rear tire.
Ginger Adams, junior from
Murray, died March 24 at
Vanderbilt Medical Center in
Nashville because of injuries
sustained during the accident.
A
statement
released
Monday by KSP Post 2 in
Madisonville, the investigating
post, said the vehicle's two rear
tires - Goodyear Wrangler
HTs - will be "sent for analysis to determine the reason for
the tread separation."
Although the tread separated
from only one tire, Lt. Dean

Hayes said both rear tires have
"some markings - some evidentiary value," but would not
disclose the nature of the
"markings" on the passenger's
side rear tire.
An investigation completion
date remains unknown, as
state police have been unable
to contact the analyst chosen to
conduct the' examination
because he is out of town,
Hayes said.
After requesting from MSU
Transportation Services to
inspect the van March 21,
Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Company officials issued a
statement saying "there has
been no indication of any kind
that there was a problem with
the tires" on the van.
At the time of the request,
the vehicle was housed in
Hopkinsville and state police
already bad seized the treadseparated tire.
No Goodyear representatives
have requested from KSP Post
2 to examine the tire, Hayes
said. They may inspect it after
the police complete their investigation, he said.

News
Student honored

~~!M!Wh~

Melody Stroup, freshman from
Hazel, earned a
Townsend Press
Scholarship for her essay.

7

Danny Voweii/Staff

Michael Schroeder, sophomore from Louisville, sports a lona·sleeved flannel shirt over a Led Zeppelin T-shlrt as he climbs the
stairway to heavenly knowledae Wednesday In the Quad. By mid-week, temperatures reached only the mid-50s.

College Life

Sports

Experience it

'Breds improve

Students may gain valuable
work experience
through various programs on campus.

8
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The MSU baseball team continues
to improve heading into
a weekend series
against Austin Peay.
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Movie extras wanted

Friday, March 31
• Tax assistance- noon - 4 p.m. , Room 353, Business Building.
Free.
• Cinema International - Indochina, 7:30 p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free.
• Musical - "Anything Goes," 8 p.m., Johnson Theatre. For ticket
information, call 762-6797.

Saturday, April 1
• Pony pull - Noon, West Kentucky Expo Center.
• Pageant- Little Mr. and Miss MSU Pageant, 5:30 p.m., Curris
Center Theatre. Admission free .
• Musical- "Anything Goes," 8 p.m., Johnson Theatre. For ticket
information, call762-6797.

•

Health fair scheduled
To promote health awareness, the Wellness Center will sponsor a health fair from 9 a .m. to 2 p.m. April 7 in the Curris
Center Small Ballroom.
The department of health, physical education and recreation
will administer body composition tests to determine body fat and
cardiovascular testing.
Sponsors will perform blood pressure checks and provide information on back ir\iuries, heart disease, cancer and related topics.

Sunday, April 2
• Fun day - 2-5 p .. m.• Curris Center Gameroom. $2 per family
buys unlimited bowling and billiards.

'

Monday, April 3
• Deadline - Priority filing deadline for 1995-96 student loans,
grants and student employment, Financial Aid Office.
• Deadline - Deadline for submitting admission applications for
summer or fall 1995 In order to preschedule April 10·14.

Volunteers currently sought

Job applications available
Applications for the Job Training Partnership Act Summer
Youth Program are now available at the Career Services Office
to applicants ages 16-21 who meet economic guidelines.
For more information, call 753-8325.

Borrowers need exit interviews
Students who have borrowed from the National Direct Stude11t
Loan, Perkins Student Loan, Federal Perkins Student Loan or
Nursing Student Loan Programs and who are graduating, transferring, or leaving the U Diversity and have not been contacted
by the Student Loan Office should call the office to schedule an
appointment for an exit interview.
The purpose of the interview is to acquaint borrowers with the
repayment plan, obligations and provisions provided by the loan
programs.
To schedule an interview, call 762-2669.

March 31, 199S

WEEK IN PREVIEW

The casting crew of Last Dance, a motion picture starring
Sharon Stone, Rob Morrow and Randy Quaid, is looking for
extras to appear during shooting in Eddyville April 11 and 12.
Anyone interested should bring a recent snapshot to the
Nuttin' Butt Fun Music Theater, Highway 62/641 (adjacent to
Venture River W~ter Park) in Eddyville from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.
Saturday.
Anyone unable to attend may send a recent snapshot including
name, address, age, height, weight, eye and hair color, occupation and phone numbers to Eight Eyes, Inc., 2100 West End
Ave., Suite 900, Nashville, Tenn., 37203, At: Extras Casting.
For more information, call Nita Ewing, West Kentucky
Factory Outlets, 388-9777.

· Campus Connection Volunteer Center is recruiting volunteers
for the Outdoor Learning Activity Program. Volunteers will
work with ninth-grade students from the Murray Independent
School System to repair equipment for the Outdoor Learning
Center.
Volunteers are needed from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m. Monday
through Friday.
For more information, call Roger Weis or Mark Cotton at 7623808 or 762-6117.
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Tuesday, April 4
• Deadline - Associate and baccalaureate degree applications tor
December 1995 graduation due in Admissions and Registrar's
Office.
• Presentation - "Survival Strategies of the African-American
Woman," 3:30 p.m ., Curris Center Theater.
• Student recital - Stephen Keene, tenor, and Ronnie Payton, saxophone, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.

Danny Voweii/Staff

Shane Horton, senior from Benton, and Paige Gross, senior from
I
Paducah, rehearse a scene from "Anything Goes." The Cole
Porter musical sets sail tonight at 8 p.m. In the Robert E. Johnson
Theatre and at the same time tomorrow, Thursday, Friday and
Saturday. Admission Is free to students with MSU IDs and $6 for
general admission. For tickets, call 762-6797.

Wednesday, April 5
• Ask-a-nurse· 11 :30 a .m., Curris Center Rocking Chair Lounge.
• Movies· Hemp for Victory and Reefer Madness, 7:30 p.m.,
Faculty Hall Room 208. Sponsored by the Hemp Club. Free.
• Faculty recital- Susan Kane, soprano, and Marie Taylor, piano,
8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.
• Exhibit • Tim Warlick, master of art exhibition, Eagle Gallery.
Through April14.
• Exhibit - Michael Gage, baccalaureate exhibition, Currls Center
Gallery. Through April 14.

Windows workshop planned
"Workshop in a Windows Environment," a non-credit, brief
course on working with Microsoft Windows and MS-DOS will be
offered from 9 a .m. to 4 p.m. April 22 and 29 in Room 209 of the
Business Building.
The course will cover MS-DOS basics, configuring the system
and system management, features of a laptop computer and
diagnosing and solving problems. The course will be taught by
Art Williams, assistant professor of business administration.
Tuition is $100 per person or $90 for three or more participants from the same organization. A Microsoft Windows handbook is jncluded in the tuition price.
For more information or to register, call the Office of
Community Education, 762-2160.

Thursday, April 6
• Interview - CNA Insurance Group, Nashville, business or other
majors with interest in lite specialist trainee opportunities. 3.0
grade-point average required. Career Services Office, 762-3735.
• Meeting - AAJNA alcohol and narcotics abuse support groups,
6:30 p.m. , OhiO: Room, Curris Center.
.,
• Musical - "Anything Goes," 8 p.m., Johnson Theatre. For ticket
information, call762-6797.

Available Everywhere
on Campus

MSU Health Services offers
free confidential pregnancy
·
and STD testing

§dountain
ValleY

for further information dial

Health Line
762•3809'

~pring

cwater

Monday- Friday 8 a.m. -4:30p.m.

from Hot Springs National Park, Arkansas

This service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Dept. __ ~

753-0819

,
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The Murray State News is distributed
free to students, faculty and staff during
the fall and spring semesters. Newspapers
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Curris Center, Winslow cafeteria, Wells
Hall, Sparu Hall. Wilson Hall, Business
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Weekend Warriors ...

!Obituary
Ginger LeAnn Adams .
Ginger Adams, 20, of Murray, died Friday at
11:58 a.m. at the Vanderbilt Medical Center in
Nashville, Tenn. She is t he daughter of Hafford
and Joanna Adams of Murray.
In addition to being a varsity cheerleader,
she was a member of Alpha Omicron Pi, a
Summer Orientation Counselor, a Student
Ambassador and a 1994 Miss MSU candida te.
She was also a member of Alpha Lambda Delta,
Gamma Beta Phi, Alpha Mu Gamma, and a
1992-93 recipient of the Marvin 0. Wrather
Scholarship.
In memory of Ginger, the family has established a scholarship fund at Murray State
University. In lieu of flowers, the family
requests expressions of sympathy· be made in

the form of donations to the Ginger Adams
Sch olarship Fund,· Murray State Foundation,
P.O. Box 9, Murray, Ky., 42071-0009.
Private graveside services were held Sunday
and a memorial service was held at Westside
Baptist Church Thursday.
She. was among 12 Murra y State cheerleaders and their sponsor who were injured in an
accident March 18 on Interstate 24 near Cadiz.
The students were returning to Murray from
the Nashville International Airport wher e they
had flown from Tallahassee, Fla.
Adams is survived by her parents; two brothers Scott and Andy Adams; a niece; nephew;
and several aunts and uncles.

Study space hard to find
, . . - - - - - - - - - - - - . , close.
REPORTER
"Typically, the custodians
begin locking down the classAt 11 p .m. you suddenly Waterfield Library
room buildings around 10 p.m.,
remember that you have a
Monday through Thursday
except for Mason Hall which
closes earlier ," said Ch arles
humanities test tomorrow.
. 7:3·0· a.m. to 11
.· p.m.
Studying in your room is
Friday ;. · ·
. .. ·· . . . .
Outland, assistant to the director of Facilities Management
impossiblo because your r o o m - , ,:3oa.m. to 8 p.m.
mate has friends over. Where
Saturday
'
C&'fhe Fine Arts area is usually
closed around midnight, but on
can you go? For many Murray
9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
State students, on-campus Sunday .
· .
Fridays all the buildings close
study sites are limited.
. :• : /'t to 11 p.m. ; <.:'"
at da rk."
Residence halls are often a
Classroom Buildrngs*
The Waterfield Library is a
approximately 10 p.m.
third choice, but it is never
poor option for studying
because of the noise level.
open later than 11 p.m.
Fine Arts Complex
"There is no way you can
·
. ~pproximater~.mldnight~
In response to the lack of on
study in the room," said Josh
. ,::
, , . . . :~ ;.:;:, >"' ,::.
campus study sites, students
Hammack, sophomore from
*excep''t Mason Half, ;.·
have begun going elsewhere to
Clay. "All the noise in this
study.
Souroe: MSU News Research
"Many times going to
piace makes that impossible."
Another reason residence ..._...__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____, Hardee's is th e only option for
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor
halls are a poor choice is
me because all the campus
because roommates must be start talking and forget all buildings are locked," said
taken into consideration.
about the studying."
J ason Melton, senior from
"I just can't concentrate or
The next possible study Joca- Sebree. "Since it is open 24
comprehend what I am doing if tion is a classroom; however , hours, I don't have to worry
lilY roommate is in the room,". this is not a viable option about being kicked out, and it
said Michelle Clayton, sopho- because th e custodial staff is definitely quieter t han· my
more from Clay. "We usually decides when buildings will dorm room."
D EBORAH HANOR

Extended.:H.our$.

More education opportunities available from weekender programs
BY REV C RAIG
S£NIOR STAFF WRITER

The old slogan "taking care of
business" popularized in song
and by a certain legendary
singer is more than words for
adult students. For many, business can include work, family
and academic responsibilities.
The National Academic
Advising Association defmes an
adult student as "a person who
is a high school graduate or
holder of a GEO who has been
away from formal education for
two or more years." Such a person may hold a job. have an
established home and assume
roles other than that of a student.
Laden with such obligations,
non-traditional students face a
sometimes
difficult
path
toward obtaining an undergraduate degree.
More help is on the way for
non-traditional
students
thanks to an innovative program developed through the
department of speech communication and theatre.
The department will have a
weekender option available to
students who wish to obtain a
bachelor's degree in organizational communication from
Murray State University.
"The program will make a
bachelor's degree available to
that segment of the population
that in the past has been shut
out of Murray State because of
family or job responsibilities or
both," said Jerry Mayes, chairman of the department of
speech communication and theatre.
Britt Tapp, department of

" The program will
make a bachelor's
degree available to
that segment of the
population that in the
past has been shut
out of Murray State "
Jerry Mayes
speech communication and theatre
graduate
assistant,
agreed.
"It is basically designed to
target non-traditional students, but is not limited to
them," Tapp said. Traditional
students may enroll for the
weekend classes as space
allows.
Students electing to enroll in
the undergraduate weekender
option will usually meet on four
separate weekend~. consisting
of Friday evenings from 5 to 9
p.m. and Saturdays from 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Six hours per semester is the limit.
The undergraduate weekender option will be organized
into A and B blocks. Students
may take one class from block
A and one class from block B
per semester.
Block A course options for fall
1995
include
English
Composition, ENG 101; Art
Appreciation,
ART
121;
Introduction
to
Public
Speaking, COM 161; and
Organizational Communication, COM 385.
Block B course options for
Fall 1995 include History &
Appreciation of Jazz, MUS 104;

World Civilization I, IDC 101;
Introduction to Sociology, SOC
133;
and
Intercultural
Communication, COM 387.
Students enrolled in the
undergraduate
weekender
option will also be working
toward a minor in management
or marketing.
Mayes said the undergraduate weekender program is currently available only to organizational
communication
majors.
"We hope that as the program grows, more m~ors will
be added," he said.
Response to the program is
expected to be positive.
The number of undergraduates enrolling in the organizational communication major
has increased substantially
since 1985, Mayes said. In 1985
and 1986 there were 39 students enrolled in the major. By
the 1993-1994 academic year
120 students were m~oring in
organizational communication.
A orientation and reception
for students interested in the
weekenders program will be
held from 9 a.m. to 11 a.m. on
July 29 at the Curris Center.
Mayes will speak on the values
of the weekender program.
Students taking the weekend
classes must attend the orientation to meet their instructors,
get initial class handouts and
assignments and learn more
about. the program.
Information on the undergraduate weekender option or
the orientation and reception
may be obtained by contacting
the department of speech communication and theatre at 762-
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Paid Advertisement

Information Booth in Curiis Center ,
return by April 19 to Sparks Hall, 5th Floor

i

Things got pretty competitive for this
JOb.l'm sure my college degree and good
grades kept me in the run_nmg. But in
the end 1t was the leadership and management expenence I got through

Army Rare that won them over.
You can begin to develop llTlpressive
leadershiP. skills .wtth an Army
ROI'C elective. RegiSter now without
obligation.
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IN OUR OPINION

'Real' experience
counts for job hunt
Murray State provides excellent opportunities for
students to develop career-related experience while
pursuing their course work. In light of recent
thought th at work experience is considered as
important as academic achievement - Murray State
can help satisfy both for many students.
When it comes to ou t-of-class experience the benefits far outweigh the disadvantages and it does not
seem that you can ever have too much.
Gaining experience in college prepares students
for work in their chosen field, but it can also do
something more. Students can gain confidence in
themselves and in their abilities - in some cases
helping them to decide what they want to do for the
rest of their lives.
We think that a student who has a hand in their
own education will be better prepared as a graduate
and more successful as a professional.

Jfi/IJBE liiE IJA/ty P/At'e
CA/t!PUS li/1£1£ ONE CAN .stuDYAT N/&1-17; 8UT AT ~sr_,r-

71-IE hii>IA1't~N k/U.S

Personal ad
incites abuse
controversy

/

OFF /IIIJSTIJF Ti(e' 8AT.S. ,

We need more places
on campus for latenight cramming
Students looking for a place to have a late night
study session often find themselves out of luck in
finding a comfortable nook on campus.
The need for a quiet comfortable place where men
and women can safely burn their candles at both
ends is obvious.
The hall lobbies are not suitable as they are primarily used for socializing and TV watching. Local
rest aurants often serve the purpose, but there
should be options other than fast-food joints.
Perhaps the first floor of the Curris Center can be
made available for students' late night cram sessions. We hope that a reasonable and attractive solution can be found permanently, or at least for finals
week.

Silver bells and cockle shells
Stop for a moment - take in some of the natural
beauty of campus. Enjoy t he daffodils, tulips and
hyacinths in bloom.
r
The colorful buds and variegate petals bring
delight to the eye and conjures warm memories of
spring days with loved ones.
The fragrance of flowering trees draws us from t he
pressure of academia to the realm of daydreams.
The glorious hues and radiant splendor offer a
lovely change of pace after the bleak winter.
We thank Facilities Management and nature for a
splendid job making our campus beautiful.
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Personal apology: ad intent misconstrued
To the Editor:
To the students, faculty and st¢1' of Murray
State University, I would like to to take this
opportunity to offer my most sincere apology to
you, especially those of you named Dan, or God
forbid, Joey Jo.Jo. I would also like to apologize
to the "boy scouts," as I would never intentionally offend such a wholesome organization. While
I am groveling, I would like to apologize t o the
staff here at The Murray State News that had to
handle the angry phone calls and letters generated by my personal ad.
For those of you who are completely in the
dark, it was my personal ad in t he March 24
issue of The News that ignited such a controversy among the sense-of-humor impaired.
Apparently, there are those who actually took
the personal ad seriously. In retrospect, I can see
how the ad could be misconstrued since any real
pedophile's fJist advertising option would, no
doubt, be The Murray State News.
Let me explain the events leading up to last
week's personal Dan, my roommate, purchased
a personal suggesting that I touch little boys in
their private regions while wearing a leather
mask. Miraculously, this personal ad elicited no
response from those of you who are so irate now.
Then, as you know, I entered a personal suggesting that Dan likes little boys. as a retaliatory act. Nearly everyone whom I have spoken to

about these ads found the obvious or intended
humor in both of these personals. And, I guess
that is the point of the personals section. isn't it?
Doesn't "personal" mean that the ad is .from the
author to the one person to whom it is being
written? I mean, they do call them "personals"
for a reason! To set some of your minds at ease,
I have never touched little boys in their various
regions or worn a leather mask. And, Dan is a lot
of things, but a pedophile he isn't.
At any rate, I would like to say for the record,
that each of these personals was nothing more
than a joke. Were these jokes in bad taste?
Perhaps. Did we think they were humorous?
Definitely. I still find it hard to believe that anyone could take these ads seriously given the history of The News personal section.
In the future, I can only suggest that those
whom I have offended take the personal with a
grain of salt. Try to remember when you found
certain things humorous that others might find,
say, offensive. Try to remember when you had a
fully-functional sense of humor. Try to remember the last time you laughed at a joke about
O.J. Simpson. GEt the picture?
I

Chad E. Holder
junior from Henderson
Dan Hardesty
senior from Owensboro

Housing proposal overlooks freshmen needs,
leaves upperclassmen out of planning loop
To the Editor:
As a concerned student at this University, I
decided to respond to the article in The Murray
State News about the housing situation. This is
my fourth semester as a resident in Elizabeth
Hall. The majority of this time I have enjoyed
living in Elizabeth - even through the Great
Flood of 1994. However, I am now concerned
that future Murray State University students
will not have the same opportunities of enjoyment that I have experienced.
My greatest concern is with the incoming
freshmen. For a lot of these students, this will be
the first time they have lived away from home,
as it was for me. Along with that comes anxiety,
curiosity and uneasiness. Why make it more difficult by putting the opposite sex only a wing or
floor away? Without the influence of parents and
with their new-found freedom, something is
going to happen. And that something will not
necessarily be good.
I appreciate the fact that at least Elizabeth
Hall would have remained an all-female dormitory. However, I feel that Elizabeth does not
have the capacity to hold the number of females
who are ·going to want to live ther e. Depending
on how rooms are allocated, if upperclassmen
are given privileges, the freshmen will be forced
to live in the co-ed environment, about which I
have already voiced my concern. On the other
hand, if freshmen are given privileges, many
upperclass females who are presently living in
Elizabeth Hall will be extremely upset.
My next concern is with parents. Speaking
from a personal view, my parents would not
want me living in a co·ed dorm. my parents

would not want me living in a coed dorm. I
believe a decline in enrollment at MSU is eminent if freshmen are required to live in that environment. I feel safe here, and my parents do not
have to be overly concerned about me. I am sure
that all parents would like to feel the same way.
If I am not mistaken, the majority of the sexual crimes on this campus have occurred in the coed residence halls. I believe that should be reason enough to disagree with this proposal.
In the March 3 News, Don Robertson, associate vice president for student affairs, was quoted
as saying: "Just because men and women will be
living together doesn't mean that anything will
go on that doesn't go on now." He may be 100
percent correct in making that statement.
However, the things going on now will be
extremely mild in comparison to the magnitude
of the things that will occur if this plan ends up
being enforced.
As a student who lives on campus at this fine
institution, I am a little upset that we, the students, did not have much of a say in this situa·
tion. We are the ones who will be affected by the
decision, yet the vast majority of us were not
even asked for our opinion. I am pleased that the
proposal bas been postponedj however, that does
not change my opinions.
For these reasons and more, I, as well as several of my friends and classmates, plead for
reconsideration of this proposal. I pray to God
that President Alexander will take students'
opinions under consideration before completely
implementing the program.
Cheryl Armes
sophomore from Hardinsburg

To the Editor:
1 am a senior social work
major and I would like to
express my concern about an
ad placed in the personals sec·
tion of Friday's publication of
The Murray State News.
The ad I am referring to ·
begins "My name is Dan" and
closes with " I like little boys." I
find this ad t o be blatantly
uncalled for . Child molestation
is not cute or funny. Obviously
the individual placing the ad
finds such a topic something
close to hilarious. i do not mind
the ads written for fun an.d
games, but I feel this particular ad should ne~er have been
allowed to be printed.
1 feel The Murray State News
is a public representation of
the Murray State student body
ofwhich I am a member, I feel
this ad demeans the students
who take such topics seriously.
Furthermore, I would like to
offer some advice to "Dan." If
this individual finds child
molestation something to joke
about. do some research! Child
molestation destroys the lives
of thousands of innocent children annually. To such children, this topic is quite painful
and not at all cute. These children live lives full of pain and
anguish as a result of this type
of abuse.
I would appreciate in the
future if such ads would be censored before publication. I take
pride in my school and do not
find such ads as this amusing.
Also, I certainly feel such an ad
not to be a particularly outstanding representation of the
character of a Murray State
student.
Thank you fo r allowing me to
express my concerns and I feel
confident that such ads will be
carefully considered within
future publications of The
Murray State News.
Therisa Burton
senior from Murray

Student thinks
personal ad
'disgusting•
To the Editor:
While reading Friday's issue
of The Murray State ~ews, I
scanned the classified section.
Do you ever scan what you
print? The "My name is Dan"
advertisement was disgusting!
If I were a parent, I would be
petrified that some deviant
was stalking the campus looking to kidnap little boys - in a
van, no less. That's the kind of
material that you don't print,
but forward to the nearest
police station! Well, anyway,
I've said my piece. I feel sorry
for "Dan;" he obviously needs
psychiatric counseling.
James G. Egri
senior from Murray

The Munay State News

welcomes
commentaries and letters to the
editor. Letters should be
300 words or less and
must
be
signed.
Contributors
should
include addresses and
phone numbers, for verification. Please include
hometown, classification, title or relation to
The University. To su~
mit a guest commentary
call 762-4468.
The
News reserves the right
to edit for style and
length. Published letters
are kept on file for
inspection in The News
office in Wilson Hall.
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Liberty

vs.
The American
Political Struggle
BY

E.L.
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W he re Do You Stand?
Rate your response to the following questions as: (1) strongly agree; (2) agree; (3) no opinion/don't know/don't care; (4)disagree; (S)strongly disagree. Add your responses and compare
the total to the scale above. As usual, the more liberal you are, the farther you will be to the left of center.
• The rich are getting richer and the poor are getting poorer. The income of the rich should be
redistributed to the poor.
• Americans are undertaxed. Our taxes are well
below those imposed In Europe, and the federal
government should therefore raise rates, especially for those who earn more, save more and
Invest more.

• Government is, on the whole, a positive force
in America that has done vastly more good than
harm.
• The balanced budget amendment is a dangerous idea.
• A term limit amendment is even more dangerous and is also undemocratic.
• There is a nationwide health care crisis, and

only the government can solve it by establishing
universal coverage for health insurance.
• The "religious righr is a serious menace to the
future of American society.
• Being pro-choice is not enough . There should
be absolutely no interference with the reproductive rights of women.
• To support school choice, whether through

vouchers or tax credits, is to support the destruction of all public education.
• It is far better for the forces of the United States
to be under multinational command than for them
to be controlled by our own military commanders.
• Conservatism is a narrow philosophy.
Liberalism, by contrast, is more broad, unprejudiced and compassionate.

Source: MSU department of political science

Party Symbols
Nineteenth century editorial cartoonist Thomas Nast is responsible for the jackass and the elephant as symbols for the major political parties. Nast also gave us our modem images of Santa Claus and Uncle Sam.

.

t./1/Ai,.s
Andrew Jackson first used a donkey as a political
symbol after his opponents called him a •jackass" in
1828, but it took until the 1880s, when Nast cartoons
using the symbol caught the public's attention, for the
jackass to be accepted as the symbol of the
Democratic Party.

The elephant as a Republican symbol first appeared
in Nast cartoons in 1874. The elephant originally represented the rampaging Republican vote, but Nast
soon began to use it to symbolize anything
Republican. The country eventually accepted it as the
Republican symbol.

Source: World Book

Political philos.o phies split
egos in two-party system
The American people are
politically schizophrenic.
Their collective personality is
split, ~aid Winfield Rose, professor of political science,
between alter egos that are, on
the one hand, ideologically conservative, and on the other,
operationally liberal.
That struggle is the basis of
the two-party system.
"It goes all the way back to
the beginning of -our country,"
Rose said. "One cornerstone of
it is equality. and the second
cornerstone is liberty. In their
bare essences, we often take
equality and liberty together.
But if you move forward with
liberty, you diminish equality.
"The two major political parties embody that split personality."

The Republican Party, as the
party of ideological conservatism, champions liberty,
Rose said. To that end, they
advocate a limited federal government.
"The conservative position
today is that government is
necessary due to the evil
nature of man, and man's baser
instincts have to be curbed,"
Rose said. "But that's as far as
it goes."
Rose said conservatives
acknowledge that placing limits on personal liberty is in
principle an unwelcome burden.
"But ifyou don't limit liberty,
some people will take advantage of it to harm other people,"
he said. "That should not be
allowed.

"The Republicans, therefore,
see government as a necessary
evil, and its purpose is to limit
liberty."
Liberals see things quite differently.
"The liberal view is that government is, or should be, society's great problem solver,"
Rose said. "They believe that if
there is a problem, it is the
responsibility of government to
solve it."
The Democratic Party, then,
as the party of operational liberalism, champions equality,
Rose said.
"The Democratic Party is the
party of redistribution," Rose
said. "The liberal view is that
gover nment is a necessary
good."

Increasing debt may cause political cycle to repeat
The American political landscape is changing and may be
approaching a major upheaval
brought on by the increasing
national debt.
Winfield Rose, professor of
political science, said he sees
growing indications that, as
soon as 1996, Americans may
experience a cyclical realignment of party loyalties.
"People are disaffecting from
the parties as they know them,"
Rose said. "There has been a lot
of realignment in the South
already, as whi~ Southerners·
have switched over to the
Republican Party by the thousands."
Disaffection with party-line
politics is now commonplace,
stemming perhaps from a
growing distrust of government
and the Washington insiders
who seem to control it.

-

reported in the Washington
Post, found that support among
"
I believe we are
voters for the two-party system
approaching a
itself was "significantly weaker
than it was in the 1980s. More
major realigning
than half of those·surveyed say
election.
."
they think the United States
should
have a third party....
Winfield Rose
Such open distrust of the system is leading voters not only to
A 1994 Time/CNN poll, con- switch party loyalties, but also
ducted during the congression- in some cases to abandon them
al races that led to the whole- altogether.
sale ouster of incumbents,
Voter registration for the last
found that only 19 percent of 50 years has shown a steady
those
surveyed
thought decline in the number of people
Washington could be trusted to who identify. themselves as
do what was right "most of the either
Democratic
or
time." That figure is down from Republican and a correspond76 percent in a similar poll 30 ing increase of voters registeryears ago.
ing as independents.
Another 1994 study, this one
Nowher e has that trend been
a survey conducted by the more pronounced than in regisTimes Mirror Center for the trations taken through the new
People and the P ress and "motor-voter" law that took

effect Jan. 1 in Kentucky.
In a state where registrations
prior to Jan. 1 ran 66 percent
30
percent
Democratic,
Republican and only 4 percent
independent, the registrations
taken under the motor-voter
Jaw showed a dramatic
increase in the number of independents. Those specifying "no
party" accounted for 33 percent
of the registrations taken,
according to figures released by
the State Board of Elections.
Although Republicans generally opposed the motor-voler
law, in Kentucky at least the
GOP held its own, signmg up
30 percent of the new voters
who registered.
Democrats, however, did not
fare as well. Only 37 percent of
new
voters
registered
Democratic.
Rose said such disaffection

with established parties is a
sign of an approaching realignment cycle. He said the United
States is currently in its third
of these cycles. The first two
lnstt'd 60 and 72 years, respectively.
"If we go up to 1996, it will be
64 years• since the last m~or
realigning election in 1932,
Rose said.
He defined a realigning election as one in which ''there are
marked and enduring shifts in
the pattern of party identification in the electorate."
This cyclical pattern started
in 1800, with the election of
Thomas Jefferson and the effective founding of the American
two-party system. The period
from 1800 to 1860 was one of
what .Rose called "operational
liberalism," a time generally

dominated by Democrats.
A realignment was prompted
in 1860 by the issue of slavery
and the approaching Civil War.
Abraham Lincoln's election
was the start of a period of"ideological conservatism," dominated by Republicans.
That period ended in 1932,
with the election of Franklin
Roosevelt and the New Deal
DemocratS.
"Each one of these big
realigning
elections
was
brought on by crisis," Rose said.
"And I believe we are approaching a major realigning election
again, this time brought on by
bankruptcy ...
Rose said he thinks the swing
to ideological conservatism,
which started in November,
will continue through the 1996
elections.

St'-dents stuck with city stickers
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BY

jENNIFER WOHLLEB
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In spring, one's mind often
turns to thoughts of ... city
stickers?
It's that time of year again,
when the City of Murray notifies its driving residents and
non-residents who work within
city limits to buy city stickers
for
their
vehicles.
This
includes
Murray
State
University students who hold
jobs in Murray.
Public Safety Director Joe
Green said Public Safety does
not enforce compliance with the
city sticker law, but information about them is in its parking regulations.
This information "is available
at registration," Green said,
"but we can't force students to
read it."

"

Murray has a large
retired community
ihat doesn't work,
so we couldn't collect from them.
"
Mayor Bill Cherry

City stickers have been
required since 1958, when the
city council voted for them
instead of a payroll tax.
Jenny Gordon, administrative aervices superintendent for
the Murray Police Department,
said although buying a sticker
is voluntary, failure to do so
can result in a fine of as much

as $70.

Mayor Bill Cherry said police
try to enforce compliance
through roadblocks and routine
checks of business parking lots.
"'t's not very effective," he
said. "You can't always tell who
needs to have one."
He said Murray is one of very
few towns that does not have a
payroll tax.
"When (the payroll tax) was
first proposed, most of the
opposition came from the
University," Cherry said. "One
of the problems with the payroll tax is Murray has a large
retired community that doesn't
work, so we couldn't collect
from them.•
He said the city is looking at
a way to combine both the city
sticker and the payroll tax so
no one will be exempt.
"For people who work, they
would pay the tax which would

cover the cost of a city sticker,"
he said. "For people who don't
have jobs, they would have to
buy a city sticker."
In the meantime, students
who work here still need to buy
stickers. City Clerk Jo Crass
said students who live in
Murray only during the school
year can buy a prorated sticker
for $28.64. The regular price is
$35. Stickers can be purchased
from the City Clerk's office at
207 South 5th St.
Gordon said the only people
exempt from buying city stickers are: disabled American veterans, individuals of active military status and non-resident,
non-working Murray State students.
"City stickers should be permanently afiixed in the lower
right hand comer of a vehicle's
windshield," Gordon said.

1:00 a.m. Noise complaint outside Hester Hall. Person found removing
cans from dumpster.
March 23

11:18 a.m. Bus and auto accident in Curris Center parking lot. No
injuries were reported.
3:14p.m. Complaint of high school kids driving recklessly.
March 24
1:15 a.m. Bottle rockets being fired behind Richmond Hall.
March 25
3:30 a.m. Calloway County Jail advised that the following MSU stu-

dents have been charged with alcohol intoxication and lodged in jail:
James Skaggs, Stewart Johnson, Mitchell Bryant.
7:49 p.m. Ambulance dispatched to College Courts. Scott Overby fell
into glass door. He was transported to the hospital for lacerations and
a compound fradure to his right wrist.
8:35 p.m. ReP<>rt of kids running through the Curris Center turning the
lights off and on. Eight juveniles were escorted from the facility.
8:58 p.m. Someone placed a barricade on College Farm Road .· It was
hit by a passing vehicle causing minor damage to the vehicle.
March 26

1 :57 a.m. Report of two males streaking through Springer Hall.
9:09 p.m. Report of a live bat In room on the eighth floor of Regents
Hall.
March 27

Health day scheduled for pets
STAFF REPORT

Instead of the usual flair of
practical jokes saved for the
traditional April Fool's Day, a
group of students at Murray
State University will spend
April 1 showing the responsible
side of pet ownership.
Dog and cat owners throughout the area are invited to participate in the lOth annual
Animal Health Day.
The event will be held at the
A. Carmen Animal Health
Technology Center from 9 a .m.

to 4 p.m. Saturday.
All animals brought to
Animal Health Day will receive
a free physical exam and nail
trim at no charge.
Other services provided at
the annual clinic will include
fecal exams for both dogs and
cats and heartworm testing for
dogs.
Each test costs $6.
Stations will also be set up
where cats and dogs will be
bathed and received a dip to aid
in flea and tick control.
The cost of the bath and dip

CHECK OUT THE OPPORTUNITIES
THAT AWAIT YOU AT
CNA LIFE IN NASHVILLE

is $8 if no other tests are per·
formed.
If patrons purchase either
the fecal or heartworm test,
pets will receive the bath and
dip at no additional costs.
Funds from Animal Health
Day will be used to purchase
additional lab equipment for
the program.
Students will also conduct a
car wash behind the Carmen
Center, on College Farm Road,
and will sell raffle tickets for
prizes that will be awarded at
the clinic.

For information on Animal
Health Day call 753-1303.
Murray State University has
one of only six four-year programs in the nation accredited
by the American Vetrinary
Medical Association.
Approximately 140 students
are enrolled in the program
which offers a background
adapted to meet pre-requistites
for any of 27 veterinary schools
across the nation. It also supplies specialized training for
those seeking careers in veterinary related fields.

3:18p.m. Vehicle leaking transmission fluid on pavement. Vehicle
moved by owner.
6:32 p.m. Small child found wandering around White Hall paridng lot.
Parents were located on North 13th Street
11 :58 p.m. Report of vehicle being recklessly driven around Hart Hall
circle. Joseph A. Fears IV was charged with OUI (second offense) and
possession of drug paraphernalia. He is lodged the Marshall County
Jail.
March 28

11 :20 a.m. Contractor reported theft of 100' 2" copper pipe from the
Price Doyle Fine Arts construction site.
11 :55 a.m. Student behind Wells Hall called for assistance. Student
had a cut finger and was taken to Student Health Services for treat·
ment. Injury was minor.
Racer Patrol Eacorta - 9

Motorist Assists - 11
Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public
Safety office.

Seniors

Education is always an advantage, and the
more education the greater the ailvantage.

CA:\IPl 'S I'TER\' IE\\'S :
Till . RSDA Y. \ PR I L 6 I II
The CNA Insurance Companies, one of the nation's leading insurance mnovators,
have outstanding entry-level ca~cr opponunities as LIFE SPECIALISTS for
aggressive. bright individuals who thnve in a fast-paced. ever·changing environment.
As a member of the world-class CNA Life team, you will be involved in challeogmg
lenmmg experience.~ that may include underwriting, accounting, claims, customer
service, and morel Ideal candidate~ should be detail-oriented and haven Bachelor's
or Ma.~lcr's degree, good PC skills and the ability to worlc Ill> pan of a team.
For more mformation. or to schedule an interview,
Placement Office or send resume to:

plea.~e

Join us for graduate study at Murray State and
give yourself a better opportunity for:

A higher beginning salary that is
coxnpoundedthroughoutyourc~

contact your Career

CNA

For All the Commitments You Make •
Attn: Earl Lamons
P.O. Box 305123
Nashville, TN 37230·5123
PH: (615)871·1453 • FAX: (615)871-1487

Eq,;al Opportunity Employtr MIFIDN

THE

Murray State News
is now taking applications for Fall 1995.
The following positions will be open:
NEWS STAFF:
Managing Editor
College Life Editor
Sports Editor
Viewpoint Editor
Graphics Editor
Assistant Managing Editor
Assistant College Life Editor
Assistant Sports Editor
Photo Editor
Photographers
Staff Writers
Editorial Cartoonist I Illustrator

ADVERTISING STAFF:
Advertising Manager
Assistant Advertising Manager
Sales Representatives
Production Assistants
Business Manager
PICK UP YOUR APPLICATION IN WILSON HALL,
ROOM 111
Applications are due by April11.

2.

Greater flexibility and more rapid
career advancement

Contact your departmental graduate coordinator or call the
graduate admissions office at 762-3756 for details.

Will you come to
church if we promise
not to throw the
book at you?
In the Episcopal chmch we believe in a loving and
forgiving God. Come and join us this Sunday when we
open up the Good Book in worship.
The Episcopal Church

The Sisters of

Alpha Delta Pi
Would like to congratulate
our newest initiates
Shane Belt
Carrie Bollinger
DaniBruce
~eather Davis
Jennifer Monroe
Lydia Moultrie
Laura Randbett
Kelly Reynolds
Jenny Richey
Sara Seely
Shanna Simmons
Tiffany Simpson
Claire Vitualla
Wendy Whitaker
Mandy Wolf
We know you will make great
Deltas. Thanks to Bev Cook for
a job well done.

II Love,
Your Sisters

..
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Stroup wins scholarship
for personal experiences

Loans still available
for summer classes

CURB SIDE SERVICE

daughter who keep her very
busy.
"' wanted to provide a better
Martha Strickland, a coordi- life for my kids," Stroup said.
nator of the English Program So she entered Murray State
at the Learning Center, told University.
her students about a Townsend
Stroup said it was difficult to
Press scholarship for people leave her children because
who would write about their since their birth, she has been
difficulties
at home with them.
attending
She had to find a babysitter
she and her children would be
school.
comfortable with.
T
h
e
Townsend
Last semester Stroup's
Press scholargrandmother died. She was a
ship awards
source of inspiration for Stroup
200 scholarand she encouraged Stroup to
ships
in1 '-----~ attend college.
amounts rangStroup is a freshman at
STROUP
ing from $100
Murray State University and is
to $40,000.
majoring in education. She
One of Strickland's students, would like to teach children
Melody Stroup of Hazel, sub- from kindergarten to sixth
mitted her essay titled "Taking grade or worK. with disabled
Charge of My Life" and won a students.
$100 Townsend Press scholar"I have to study to make the
ship for her essay about of rais- grade," Stroup said. She and
ing a family and succeeding in her husband are both the fullschool.
time Murray State students in
Stroup ~aduated from an addition to being full-time parArkansas high school in 1988 ents.
and moved to Murray with her
It took Stroup six weeks to
parents later that year.
write the essay. but she said
Soon after, Stroup married.
the effort was worthwhile.
Now she has two children, a
"' thought I had something
2-year-old son and a 5-year-old worth the paper," Stroup said.
BY ANNA BAlYLEVA

City wide yard sale scheduled

The Owen Loan Fund,
established by John Isaac
Owen, is available to assist
qualified adult students
attend
Murray
State
University for the summer
terms.
Applicants for the loan
must be 23 years of age or
older on the date of application submission.
Eligibility requires enrollment or acceptance for
enrollment at Murray State
for the summer term.
Persons interested in
applying for the loan must
have a temporary need of
funds for educational expenses; however, applicants are
required to have a distinct
plan of repayment.

Danny Voweii/Staif
Trent Hurley, sophomore from Charleston, Mo., uses the
new curb side drop box at the corner of N. 15th and Olive.
Students can now return books without leaving their car.

The loans funds cannot
exceed the costs of tuition
and fees for up to six academic credit hours.
The six academic credit
hour limit is the amount for
all summer terms.
Applicants must provide an
explanation of the reason
funds are need and their plan
for repaying the loan, including the source of funds.
In order to be considered
for the loan, eligible students
must complete an application:
Applications are available
in the Student Financial Aid
Office in the basement of
Sparks Hall.

An interview will also be
conducted when the application is returned to the office.

A cumulative grad point
average of 2.0, based on a 4.0
system, is required if previous college or university

The Owen Loan Fund is
strictly a summer sessions
program.

MAP shows way to graduation
MANAGING EDITOR

Freedom Feat '95 will lpontiOI' "West Kentuc~s BiJI"t
Spring City-Wide Yard Sale" from 7 a.m. to 3 p.DL ,May 6.
Sale sites 'will be scattered throughout th~ town, including
the Murray City P.atk.
In the pallt, people frOm the western .Kentuc.k)r region and as
well as surroundirig states have deecended upon M~s ~ore
than 100 yard sales du.rina the day-long event.
Application forma m available now at the Murray Tounrim
Commision office lOcated in the Commerce Centre at 806 N.
12th St. Residents interested in having a yard sale should submit an application ~nd fee befQre May 2 at the Murrar Towism
Commieion office. The fee is $5 for individuals and $10 for ci'ric
grouptJ and merchants.

Entering freshmen are eligible for the loan.

The maximum time for
repayment is 10 months, or
date of graduation, which
ever is earlier.

BY KELLY I. HICKS

STAff~

hours have been taken as1of
the date of loan application.

STAFF REPORT

REI'ORTER

The College of Industry and
Technology will be the next to
receive the Murray State
University Academic Progress
Report.
MAP is an organized computer printout of classes a student
has taken, which also gives the
student an idea of how many
hours they need to graduate.
"It looks at wpere you are
now and where you need to go."
It takes the catalog it simplifies

it," said Donna Harris, MAP
report coordinator.
Meetings to discuss the MAP
report are scheduled from
11:30 to 3:30 Wednesday and
3:30 p.m. Thursday in the
Freed Curd Auditorium.
"We want to keep students
informed and give them information to keep them updated,"
Harris said.
Right now the College of
Business and Public Affairs
and the College of Education
are the only ones who receive a
MAP report.

"The MAP report identifies
inaccuracies and points them
out to the students," Harris
said. "Then we are able to
address problems individually."
All colleges will be up and
running before November 1995.
Harris said there can be some
difficulties in · trying to interpret the MAP report by yourself.
"Students need to make an
effort to come," Harris said. "It
is important to me to meet with
the students individually to
address each individual need."

Mr. MSCU is cance{[etf.

MSU does not yet have the
computer capabilities to print
out the simplified easy to ready
MAP reports.
Harris said when the
University upgrades it's printing capabilities the reports will
be easier to understand.
"There are ways to make
them more readable, but MSU
does not have the technology to
produce them yet."
Students in the test group
will receive letters informing
them where to go for the meeting.

Wa~upto

We hope this hasn't caused
an inconvenience for anyone.
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Grand Prize
Trip for Two To Cancun, Mexico
l.WSU Students $1 cover
charge every Friday in April

JCPenney! working with local
police will pro ride a service to give
parents a Child Identification
Record. The Child Identification
Record will include fingerprints, a
photograph, address and
descn'ption of tlze child. Once the
form is completed, it will be given
to the parents. to keep on file.
.
·

LVith valid Racer Card
2069 Irvin Cobb Drive • 443-6811
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Store Hours
Monday • Saturday
10 a.m. · 9 p.m.
Sunday 12:30 • 5 p.m.
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A taste of the real world

'

Campus jobs help prepare students. for careers
with MSU TV-11.
"I do a lot of field reporting to
gain experience because people
Entering the job market can in the job market want a
be a frightening proposition for resume tape," Holmes said.
many people. Employers want "Experience is very important."
people who have experience
David Freeland, graduate
and college is the perfect place
student from McKenzie, Tenn.,
to get it.
is working as a teaching assisWhile a college education is tant to fulfill part of a requirenecessary for many professions, ment for an assistantship.
those with resumes that show
Freeland said he really
experience gained both inside
enjoys teaching a geology lab
and outside of the classroom
and has discovered that teachoften receive closer consideraing could be a possibility for
tion.
him when he gets out of schooL
Paul Newby, employee rela"Every time I leave a class I
' tions assistant for Briggs and come away having learned
Stratton in Murray, said in something new and I really
their hiring process, college have more respect for my
experience is very beneficial to teachers," Freeland said.
potential employees.
Kristin Brown, graduate stu"When we hire for certain dent from Paducah, also teachpositions college experience. is es because of an assistantship.
definitely taken into account.,"
"I never thought teaching
Newby said. "We've found that
was
hard before I did this, but
one of the benefitS of hiring
it
really
is," Brown said. "Even
someone with college experiif you are having a bad day, you
ence is that they bring new
have to go in there and teach
ideas to the situation.
anyway."
"When we are looking at
Brown said that while there
someone's resume and considare
disadvantages to teaching,
ering their college experience,
such
as spending up to five
the more they have the better."
hours some weeks in preparaCollege offers many opportu- tion for classes and being
nities for stud,ents to gain expe- intimidated by walking into a
rience in their chosen fields.
classroom full of strangers and
Carla Holmes, senior from having to lecture for two hours,
Ridgway, Ill., is a broadcast the overall experience has been
journalism major and works positive.
BY SLONE HUTCHISON

'

STAFF WIUTEII

W~rk~ng

jay Morris, center, graduate student from Marion, Ky., observes
Skowhegan, MaJne, as she completes her che mistry experim e nt.

"In some labs, you just develop instant friends," Brown said.
"When you're walking acr oss
campus and someone from your
lab waves at you, that's nice."

as a teaching assistant h as
taught her how to budget her
time more carefully She also
said that teaching could be a
possibility for her in the future.

Cindy Gordon, graduate student from Cincinatti, teaches
biology labs because that is the
kind of fmancial aid the college
gave her.

"If I get my Ph.D. I will probably go on to teach at a university," Gordon said.

Gordon said her experience

Stephanie Carlson, junior
from Paducah, is a physics lab
instructor.

astronomy labs made him realize that it would not be bad if
he had to do it full-time.
He said there is a definite
advantage to being Closer to the
students' ages and being able to
see things from their perspective.
"You get the occasional student who thinks you are there
just to bomb his grade, but this
teaches you to deal vnth the
things that regular teachers
have to," Shelley said.
For Shelley, teaching has
been a positive experience.
"Teaching assistants serve as
a 'go-between' between professors and students," Shelley
said. "Sometimes it's easier for
students to ask a T.A. a question than it is for them to ask
the professor and there is nothing better than when you
answer that question and you
Andy Lee/Staff see the look on the students
W e ndy W e ntworth, senior fro m face when everything just
clicks and you know they
know."
"I do it because I want to be a
William Spencer, biology proteacher and it gives me experi- fessor, said the experience he
ence and makes me more confi- earned as a teaching assistant
dent about being in front of a proved very valuable.
crowd
and
instructing,"
Spencer s aid he gained confiCarlson said.
dence in being able to prepare
Jeremy Shelley, senior from material and speak from it, but
Paducah, said he teaches he also learned something else.
"Being a professor was made
because it is interesting.
much easier by his experience
While teaching is not his first as a teaching assistant,"
choice, Shelley sajd teaching Spencer said.

for a future

Cooperative education provides opportunities, career contacts
B Y A NGELA ScHADE
COUEGE Llff EOITOII

Students can receive hands-on experience and make career contacts by participating in cooperative education.
Cooperative education is work assignments with businesses or organizations
related to a student's major or minor. The
co-op is full-time and the students are compensated.
Lisa Ragsdale, assistant director of
Career Services, said co-ops can lead to a
full-time job.
"Many companies do not hire someone
unless they have done a co-op with them,"
she said.
Ragsdale said students must have at
least a 2.3 grade-point average to participate ina co-op. In addition, some companies may require students to be a certain
age or have certain skills.
Ragsdale said students can come to the
Career Services Office and establish a coop file. Students need to apply the semester before for local co-ops and the year
before for co-ops offered by the federal government.

''

Companies call and advertise the co-ops they
have or people can find one on their own.
They can go to the job fairs and the
faculty for ideas.

'

Lisa Ragsdale
"Companies call and advertise the co-ops
they have, or people can find one on their
own," Ragsdale said. "They can go to the
job fairs and the faculty' for ideas."
Students who successfully complete a coop can receive three hours of credit.
Ragsdale said the way those credits are
applied varies with the different programs.
"Some count a co-op as an elective,"
Ragsdale said, adding that co-op credits
cannot replace a required class.
Ragsdale said summer co-ops are the
most popular. Students interested in a
summer co-op need to contact the Career
Services Office in the spring semester.
"Students need to be flexible about
where they want to go," Ragsdale said.

Aimee Rezabeck, senior from Effingham,
Ill., said she did a co-op at Disneyworld
last summer. She worked at the Epcott
Center.
"I did not do this for credit," she said. "It
was just for fun.
"It helped me with my interpersonal
skills. It helped me grow as a person."
She said she received a degree in management from Disney University.
"I had to go to a seminar once a week,"
Rezabeck said. "I learned the ins and outs
of t he business."
Rezabecks said she highly suggests anyone to do a co-op.
"It looks good on a resume," she said. "It
was a really good experience."

Andy

Rebecca Glasscock, senio r fro m Martinsville, Ind., carefully molds
he r clay on the po ttery wheel.

experience
Field · hours teach skills Paducah haven offers
.

Karen O'Daniel, sophomore from San Diego,
said recitals and performances are an essen~
STAFF WlfTJI
tial part of obtaining a music degree.
Many Murray State students are reqUired
"It is imperative," she said. -It's like a goal
to perform field hours, case studies and • that has to be met wh ich requires you to polrecitals in some majors in order to pr epare ish your skills to perfection."
them for the *real world."
Laurie Freeland, junior from Benton, is
Education majors and other students earn- required to interview elderly people in her
ing a teaching certificate are required to peraging psychology class.
form a certain amount of practicum hours
"It will help me with communication skills
caDed field hours in local schools before they
and
understanding the way ~ple think and
student teach, which is also required before
perceive
things and events,• Freeland said .
graduation.
Danny
Adamson, senior from Providence, is
Michelle Lane~ senior from Hopkinsville,
required
to do a thesis for a sociology senior
said performing her field hours h ave helped
seminar.
He said he believes the required
h er prepare for the future.
research
and
seminar are a valuable ex~ri
!'When student teaching comes, I believe I
ence
for
students
as well as faculty.
will be ready," Lane said.
"I
feel
that
researching
and evaluating com~
Lane said the field hours have also taught
plex
and
interrelated
social
forces will give me
her to do case studies and give asses$ments in
an
increased
ability
to
teach
my future stu~
reading, math and written expression which
dents,"
Adamson
said.
Will help her future career as a teacher.
•In addition, it provides a way for the
gives ua hands-on experience with children, so we can apply :wh at we have learned," department faculty to monitor and reevaluate
said Zelia Henderson, a non-degree seeking not ohly the material they teach, but the way
that it is taught."
student from Mounda, Ill.
Henderson said the experience has taught
Adamson also said he believes that the
her h ow to efficiently design a lesson plan, University has done a good job of preparing
which utilizes the whole language process.
him for the "real world."

Bv ANGEL FAIRBANKS
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Nursing
majors help
at homeless
shelter
BY AMY PONDER
STAff W RJTO

Students enrolled in the
Community Health Nursing
class at Murray State are getting a more in-depth look at
nursing, as they finish making
visits to a Paducah homeless
shelter.
The project, wh ich has been a
part of t he class curriculum for
three years, is designed to give
fmal-semester senior nursing
students an overall view of the
community and how they can
help through nursing, said
Oleta Burkeen, assistant professor of nursing. .

Throughout the
spring
semester, Burkeen and her students have been visiting apartments operated by the Paducah
Cooperative Ministry, which is
supported by churches in the
Paducah area.
"We go out and visit each
apartment, check on health
needs and do limited lab work,"
Burkeen said. "This program
provides students with a variety of clinical experience."
Burkeen said that by bringing donations ranging from bed
linens and drapes to dishes and
clocks, the students try to fulfill
the needs of families who have
lost everything.
Items are supplied by students and their families, faculty and the local churches.
"This project has broadened
my view of nursing," said
Malinda Doss, senior nursing
student from Central City. "I
now realize that nursing is not
just hospital-based."

Valerie Beck, senior from
Mayfield, agreed.
"Going to the Paducah shelter has completely opened up
my eyes," she said. "I am now
much more comfortable dealing
with people with special
needs."

Doss said the experience of
volunteering at homeless shelter can be beneficial to students
of other majors, not just nursing.
"It's important that individuals arc not so narrow-minded in
their field of study. but rather
look to see what else they can
do for the community," she
said.
Burkeen encourages people
to get involved with a volunteer
program in the area and for
anyone interested in donating
items for the project to do so at
the beginning of the fall semester by calling her at 762-6225.

COLLEGE LIFE

Student thanks Clinton Wellness Center offers
Lyons sends
letter to
President

variety of health classes
8\' MAGGIE (ARTER
SENIOR STAFf WRITER

BY ANGELA SCHADE
COllEGE LIFE. EDITOR

One Murray State University
student has become a pen pal
to President Bill Clinton.
Marie Lyons, freshman from
Murray, wrote Clinton a letter
in August to thank him for the
Pell grant she received. She
said it would not be pOssible for
her to be here if she did not
have the grant.
"I thought he needed to know
my gratitude," Lyons said. "I
thought it was the right thing
to do."
Lyons said she received a letter from Clinton three months
later thanking her for writing
him and wishing her well on
her college education.
Clinton's speechwriter called
Lyons, saying the letter had an
impact on the president and
asked if he could use it in a
speech.
The speech aired on Feb. 14

E.L. Gold/GuE'.st

Marie Lyons, left, freshman from Murray, tells of her experience
of exchanging letters with President Bill Clinton to Laura BaJiard,
senior from Murray.
on national television. Lyons sent Clinton a copy. She said
said she received a copy of the she thought he had a good
crime control platform.
video from C-SPAN.
"Clinton's
speechwriter
Lyons said her goal is to be
called again encouraging me to the chief hearing officer for the
write to the president," she pardons and parole board in
Kentucky.
said.
"I want to make a big impact
Lyons, a criminal justice
major with a concentration in on corrections," she said.
corrections, has written a
"This has been a real rewardpaper on boot camps and has ing experience."

For those looking for a change in lifestyle
the Wellness Center is now offering exercise
programs and self improvement classes.
Low-impact step aerobics classes are being
offered at 5:15 p.m. Monday through
Thursday at the Woodmen of the World
Building on Maple Street The fee is $25
monthly.
Pam Rice, associate professor of health,
physical education and recreation, said the
step aerobics classes are going well and some
space is lefi for new members.
"There is a mixture of faculty, staff, students and community members in the class;"
Rice said.
She said the fitness assessment and coun·
seling class is full and going guite well. Rice
said there is quite a bit of room in the other
workshops such as nutrition/management
classes, stress management classes and
weight training course.
"1 have been quite disappointed with the
turnout in the workshops," Rice said.
A smoking cessation group is scheduled to
start soon. Participants may learn how to quit

smoking through such methods u education·
al workshops and nicotine patches.
"We hope people come out to make a com•
mitment• Rice said.
Allison Burton, senior from Murray, is one
of the exercise science m~ors working with a
few people on fitnese assessments.
She said first an initial a88818ment ia made
and then the participant goes through 12
weeks of activities.
"At the end there is a poet teat done to see
improvements," Burton said.
She said assessments are made dealing
with body composition, cardiovascular, muscular strength and endurance.
. "My participants are doing p-eat~ are
improving," Burton said.
Rice said these prograiU are deeigned to
promote healthy lifestyles and educate people.
She said these cluaea are targeted, but not
limited to, faculty and staff.
"'As long as we have openings, we encourage
students and the community to participate,"
Rice said.
~
Those interested in these workahope and
classes can call the Wellneae Center at 762·
3029.

McGregor achieves many accomplishments
Scholarship,
representation
of Murray
State part of
her success
BY SLONE HUTCHISON
STAFF WRITER

Diana McGregor has a great
deal to be proud of these days.
Not the least of which is being
the first Murray State student
ever to be awarded the
National Order of Omega scholarship.
McGregor,
senior
from

LaCenter,
found out
the Christmas
holiday
she

She has served as president or sorority and has assumed
of Sigma Sigma Sigma for three leadership roles.
semesters.
The National Order of Omega
receives
thousands of scholarShe is assistant rush chairship
applications
from all over
person of the Panhellenic
the
United
States.
Only 20
Council, president of Omicron
scholarships
are
awarded.
Delta Kappa, leadership soci"I was so surprised that I got
ety, secretary-treasurer of the
it because it was on a national
Order
of
Omega,
greek
leaderMCGREGOR
gotten
it
ship society, chairperson of the scale," McGregor said.
because I thought the letter Student Government AssocMcGregor's scholarship is a
was supposed to get there two iation Judicial Board, a student $500 graduate scholarship.
weeks earlier than it did," ambassador and the only stuAn organizational communiMcGregor said. "I had given up dent representative to visit cations major, she plans to earn
hope."
other universities to investi- a master's degree in college student personnel, but she is
Earning the scholarship is gate residential colleges.
undocided about which univerThe
National
OrderofOmega
just one item on a long list of
sity
she will attend after graduscholarship
is
awarded
to
a
stuthings McGregor has accomating
from Murray State in
dent
who
has
made
significant
plished in her four years at
May.
contributions
to
her
fraternity
Murray State University.

While traveling to investigate
residential colleges, McGregor
had an opportunity to see firsthand how the system actually
works.
She traveled to Yale and New
York State University at
Binghamton and said she liked
what she saw.

real identity.
"Residential colleges will also
be beneficial to commuters
because they will have a. place
to identify with even though
they don't live on campus,"
McGregor said.
McGregor said being involved
has really paid off for her.

"I'll miss the activities I've
"It may take some time for
students to get into the new been involved with over the
mode, but I think it will end up past four years, but I'm excited ·
being
very
beneficial," about leaving too," McGregor
said.
McGregor said.
McGregor also said residential colleges would give more
students a chance at leadership
roles and provide them with a

"I look back on everything .
rve done and I realize that I
learned just as much out of the
classroom as I did in it."

DID YOU· FORGET?

would like to congratulate its
1995 officers
President

David Russell

Vice President External

Philip Dockery

Vice President Internal

Matt Aydt

Secretary

Danny Vowell

Treasurer

Chad Wirthwein

Ritual

Joe Summerville

Associate Education

Chad Holder

Alumni Relations

Kelly Spivey

Risk Management

Chad Brawner

Social

Dan Hardesty

Rush Chairman

ShawnSmee

Fraternity Education

Clint Harris

April 3 is the filing date for
Student Financial Aid
applications for 1995 - 96
requesting
grants (non-repayable)
loans,
and I or student employment.

Apply Today
Student Financial Aid Office
Sparks Fiall- Basement
o-

itO

COLLEGE LIFE

Wheeler

Kappa Alpha Psi
Week starts Monday

by Josh Wilkes
« CtJCtJO N' ''

IJA8Y BOOKS ...

STAFF REI'OIT

Kappa Alpha Psi week begins Monday, and continues
through April 8.
The week contains 8\ICh events as:
~ Monday, Second Annual Brother of the Year Awards
Banquet in the Main Ballroom on the third floor of the
Curria Center. This semi-formal event is by invitation only.
• Tuesday, Caribbean Sun Splash Pool Party in the Carr
Health swimming arena from 6 to 8 p.m. This event is free.
• Wednesday, Kappa Alpha Psi Jam 3-on-3 B-Ball Tourney
on the outside courta by Springe1' Hall at -':30 p.m. There is
no entry fee. A prize will be awarded to the winning team.
• Thursday, live jazz in Sporty's Grill from 8-10 p.m.
• April 8, a Nupe Cook Out at the Intramural Field behind
Winslow Cafeteria at 1 p.m. If it rains, the cookout will be
held at the Baptist Student Union. From 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.,
the grou p will host a Krimaon and Kreme Ball at Lo~ John
Silver's on the first floor of the Curris Center. Admission is
$2.

On the air
Students produce program called "The Fred Show" for MSU 1V- 11
BY AMY PONDER
STAFF WRITD

thought of, and the name ended
up sticking.

"They had all the ideas," Van
Cleave said. "I was just helping
them get it on tape."

getting student productions on
the air."

Evolving from material that
Because of the work they did
What MSU TV-11 operations was primarily gathered from
While Coyer said producing on "The Fred Show," the sh ow's
manager Jeff Prater refers to others and put together by volthe show was fun, she also then volunteer producers,
as a "hodge-podge comedy," is unteers, the show includes a
Coyer, Van Cleave, and Russell
learned from the experience.
the cooperative production of performance by local rock band
Garland of St. Louis, received
last semester's incoming volun- Trippin' Lizard, comedy by
"Producing 'The Fred Show' paid positions at MSU TV-11.
teers at the television station Michael Wells, graduate stu- made me see my limits and
known as "The Fred Show."
The three students are servdent from Mayfield, and other know what I can and can't do,
ing
as master control operators
and what I could work with to
The production, which was humorous skits.
and
working on "News
make it better," Van Cleave
named by Abby Coyer, freshMakers,"
which airs on Monday
sophoRhonda
Van
Cleave,
said.
man from Danville, is a onenights.
more
from
Sturgis
and
one
of
time shot which will air on
the producers of the show, said
"I thought it was really great • Coyer spoke proudly of her
MSU TV-11 this semester.
her main role in the production that the volunteers wanted to flrst sho
w.
Coyer proposed to call the was helping students trans- branch otT and do something
"It's no 'Seinfeld'," she said,
production "The Fred Show" form their ideas into an actual like the 'Fred Show.'
"This way we are actual~y "but we think it's funny."
until another name was program.
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VOLUNTE~Y~! SERVICE

All ohotos orinted ... confldentlallv.

The Sisters of

Alpha Delta Pi

GIVE:

would like to thank
the Brothers of

Two shifts per month for the
NATIONAL SCOUTING
MUSEUM on campus

Snap Shot ~ ~!!-(art,
Hour Photo

and wilJ request cash contributions.
'
The American · Humanics
For more .infonnation, conStudent Association at Murray tact Roger Weis, American
State University will kick off Humanics faculty adviser, at
its campaign to raise funds for 762-3808.
the
American
Humanics
American Humanics proScholarship Fund between now gram is a class, YAA 290, that
and April25.
wilJ be offered in the fall to will
Students will solicit dona- allow students to help people
tions of items and services to be by working 15 hours in comauctioned on Sept. 7 by WSJP munity service organizations.
STAFF REPORT
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Humanics working to help others

Sigma Phi Epsilon

oommunialtions,

for a great mixer!
We had a great time
at the Ho-Downl
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Study Trme
Networking and SodaHzing Opportunities

'

Contoct: lilda Homei'
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Store
Hours:
.
8 a.m. to 8 p.m.

Standard Turnaround - 24 hours • Most jobs done while you wait.
Univanity School Packs

LaminaUon

Sail Service Computer Rental

3¢ on all jobs billed to
University Accounts

from 2" to 24"
any manageable length

Ciba Chrome Prints & Slides

Fax Senice

486DX-66 IBM Compatible
MaciiLC
Mac Classic
Self Service Typewriter

Quick Print Sarvicn

300 8 800 DPI Laser Output

Slide Services

Binding Services

Slide Processing
Computer Generated Slides
Fine Art To Slides

Channel (book) & GBC (comb) Bindin·g

(photographic copies while you wait)

CLC BOO • Color Copies
Computerized Output
To Co.lor Copier

18"

X

24"

Copies and Enlargements

T-Shirt Transfen .
from photography and computer files

Dya Sublimation Output

753·7117
...

1411 Main Street (Across from Sparks Hall)

753·7990

_
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'Breds show improvement
Schrand, Hollo-well lead MSU to win over Cun1berland
Scon

N ANNEY

Rodeo
team
places
third

Redshirt eager to compete
Racers finish

with a 631 at

Sultan's Run

Lady Racers drive to ninth
place at Saluki Invitational

-

alright
.w ithout
jordan

he later scored on a double from fellow
freshman :Jeff Norvell to tie the game at
6-6.
Despite a sub .500 record, Murray
"One thing that I want to emphasize
State University's Thoroughbred base- is the job our freshman did today,"
ball team has continued to show signs of Thieke said.
improvement.
The 'Breda took the lead for good in
An example of that improvement was the eighth inning when senior Mark
As rumor of Michael
displayed Wednesday afternoon in a Schrand singled home the senior outJordan's
possible return to
come-from-behind 7-6 victory over fielder Kent Leggs with the game-winthe
National
Basketball
Cumberland at Reagan Field.
ningTWl.
Association
became
a reality
Murray State head coach Mike
Schrand said the 'Breds are playing
on
June
Thieke said the 'Breda (9-18 overall, 1-2 hard and keeping a positive attitude
19, all of SPORTS
Ohio Valley Conference) are beginning despite their pitfalls.
Chicago
to minimize their mistakes and capital"We stayed in the game and we were
and much TALK
ize on their opportunities.
of
the t---.-...---1
right there at the end and wound up
"In the last two weeks, we have
winning it," he said. "Our team feels
world was Scon
played very good baseball," he said. "We
positive even though we haven't won a
was
glued NANNEY
just have not been able to do the things
whole lot of games, but we're battling.
to
its
tele- L - - - - - - - - '
in those games like we did today. Today
That's the main thing."
vision
sets
in order to catch a
we got big bits when we needed them
Another of Thieke's freshman who
of
"His
Airness."
glimpse
and we were able to overcome a few
made an impact in Wednesday's game
Practically
everyone
•has
mistakes that we made earlier."
was pitcher Todd HollowelJ, who picked
been
in
favor
of
his
return
to
Three Murray State errors led to a 6·
up his first college victory by going five
basketball
except
for
oppos1 Cumber land advantage after four
innnings and collecting seven strikeing NBA teams and myself.
innings, but the 'Breda r allied with a ·
outs in relief of junior Scott Buchanan.
From the moment 1 first
four-run fifth inning to narrow the marheard the rumors, I knew
"Todd Hollowell has pitched well in
gin to 6-5.
this would become a reality.
The rally was keyed by a two-run sin- spots for us," Thieke said. "Today was
Everyone was saddened
one
of
his
best
outings.
We
know
the
gle from freshman shortstop Craig Delk
when
Jordan called it quits,
kind
of
pitcher
hP.
is
capable
of
being
and a pair of Cumberland errors.
but
did
anyone really believe
and
today
he
was
more
of
that
kind
of
Thieke said the 'Breds did a better job
pitcher."
that
he
was gone for good?
of coping with their mistakes against
Last year, the first season
Even though their record does not
Cumberland than they had previously
of the so-called post-Jordan
show it, Thieke said the 'Breda have
done earlier in the season.
era, word spread like wild"Early in the season, a couple of mis- played bard and are eager to improve.
fire that the NBA was going
The 'Breda hope their recent improvetakes really took us out of ball games
downhill fast.
and it sort of broke down our spirits, but ment continues when they swing back
As the finesse game left
now that's not happening," be said. into Ohio Valley Conference play with a
with
Jordan's retirement,
three-game
series
against
Austin
Peay
"The mistakes we're making . aren't
the league gave way to a
demoralizing us. We're realizing that is this weekend at Reagan Field, with a
more physical style of play.
part of the game and we're just battling doubleheader scheduled for Saturday
This change in style gave
and a single game on Sunday.
right through it.
way to the NBA's most phys"We made a couple of errors today
"One of the things that I want to
ical team, the New York
that are not characteristic of us, but I emphasize about this club is that they
Knicks.
think we've grown out of that. Errors have played hard and come out here
The Knicks rode this roller
have not been as big a factor in our play ready to play every day," Thieke said.
coaster ride all the way to
as it was early in the season," Thieke "Even though they don't have a whole
lot to show for as far as victories go, this
the. ~nals where they lo~t an
said.
Murray State drew even in the bot- chili .has. as much .character. aa any club - 1 ~ng seven-game senes to
ud Cook/Photo Editor tom of the seventh inning when Delk rve been around.
the Hous~n R~kets.
Freshman r elief pitcher Todd Hollowell, fro m Anderson, Ind., hurls a pitch toward led off with a walk and stole second.
"One of the things they believe is that
My pomt bemg that the.
home plate In the ' Breds 7·6 win over Cumbe rland W e dne sday afternoon at
league became more competA sacrifice moved Delk to third where they still believe they can win."
itive without Jordan's presReagan Fie ld. Hollowell struck out seven e n route to his flrst collegiate victory.
ence.
While the league office and
commissioner David Stern
thought its product was
diminished, I thought it had
I need to practice on," Beebe said. "My
improved.
short game needs some work and that
Before, when Jordan was
can m ake a h uge difference. I am taking
around, the league had no
this year to get my game into ~hape."
intrigue or suspense.
Although not competing, Beebe said
Everyone knew going into
he is happy to have bead coach Buddy
the season who would win
Hewitt's guidance.
the championship because
Bv T oM KIMMEL
"Coach is doixtg a good job with the
Jordan was so far ahead of
STAFF WRtTER
team," Beebe said. "He knows what he
everyone, nobody but the
is talking about. He has helped me with
Bulls had a chance to win.
Uncooperative weather may have a lot of things."
BY M IKE 0HSTROM
I don't know about anyinflated the Racer golf team's scores at
AsSISTANT SPoats E~
body
else, but I think a sport ,
Not being able to play is tough , but
the Sultan's Run Intercollegiate last
is
much
more exciting when
Beebe knows that his chance will come.
With a third-plaee showweekend in Jasper, Ind.
the
competition
is equal and
"I plan on being h ere for five years,"
ing at last weebnd's home
"The scores were a little high, but the
there
is
parity
throughout
he said. "So I plan on taking advantage
'm~t at the West Kentucky
conditions were real tough," said Justin
the
league.
Beebe, freshman from Lake Crystal, Ill. of all five years."
Livestock and Exposition
This way, it gives everyWhen he does get the opportunity,
"But we placed sixth out of 17, so everyCenter, the Murray State
one's
favorite team a chance
University rodeo team has
one was struggling with the conditions." Beebe just wants to be an asset to the
to
be
in contention for the
moved into fourth in the
The Racers finished with a score of team.
championship.
"I just plan on shooting respectable
Ozark Region.
631, 23 strokes off the pace set by first
The opposite of this is just
scores and helping out the team as
Top MSU riders included
place Purdue.
what the NBA is looking for.
Trent Gilliam, senior from
The Racers were paced by Jason much as possible," he said.
The league strives to find a
Waterloo, m., who eamed
Lancaster. junior from Mayfield, and
Beebe may not be playing this year,
marquee player or a marSO points in the team roping
Brian Henson, senior from Mayfield, but be is still a fan. And he h opes the
quee team to promote its
event to keep his lead in the
both of whom shot a two-day total of team can do well.
product, of which Jordan and
regional rankinp.
154.
"We just want to step up from last
the Bulls are a perfect fit.
Beebe is not playing this year, as he year," he said. "We have the talent so it
Gilliam ia wary othia eomTom Kimmei/Staff
This is also why the NBA
pe,tition in the hotly-contestwas redshirted to work on his game.
is just a matter of putting it all togeth- Freshman justin Beebe takes aim at a ball durhas stupid rules such as illeed team roping event, but is
"I am working on the few things that er on the same day."
Ing a re cent practice.
gal defense and the most
focused on being consistent.
ignorant rule of all, hand"It (Gilliam's standing in
checking.
team roping) is looking pretThe NBA has become a
~ good right now: Gilliam
one-on-one parade.
said. "There are a couple of
For instance, if a game
boya catching up, but as
between the Orlando Magic
long as I can keep roping
and the Phoenix Suns is precows, I should be OK.•
viewed, the focus is on the
Murray was led by Br andi Stevenson, faced and we did very well," she said.
BY TOM KIMMEL
Team presiaent Shay
match up of Shaquille O'Neal
STAFF Wam•
freshman fr om Rockfield. She finished
The Lady Racers travel to Richmond
Miles, senior from Anna,
and Charles Barkley.
with a score of 162, good enough for 11th Friday for the Eastern Kentucky
ru., think8 the team gave a
Never mind the fact that it
Improvement and experience are impor- place in individual honors.
Invitational. This meet is important
good show despite the poor
takes eight other men to play
tant for the Lady Racer golf team, but
"Brandi finish ed 11th, which is good for because it will be the first time this year
attendance.
a basketball game.
being first in the Ohio Valley Conference anyone, but it is really impressive for a that the team has faced Tennessee Tech
lllfbe crowd was d own,
I believe the pro game
remains their top priority.
freshman," Milkman said.
and EKU at the same time.
especially Thursday with
should take lessons from the
The Lady Racers finished ninth at the
Connie Steely, junior from Murray, and
''I hope we will do very well," Steely said.
the (University of Kentucky
college ranks.
Saluki
Women's
Golf
Invitational
held
Angie
Haywood, senior from Murray, also "We are playing a lot better. The freshmen
NCAA Tournament) basketI know college basketball
Sunday and Monday at Southern Illinois stepped up for the team. Haywood finished have helped us very much. We are all
ball game, but it was one of
also has· adopted the handUniversity.
32nd in individual honors with a 170, and improving our individual .s cores, we are all
the smoothest rodeos we've
checking rule. but at least
They
shot
a
678
for
the
36-hole
tournaSteely was just a stroke off the pace at 171. coming together as a team."
ever run," Miles said. «we're
they are allowed to play zone
ment, 35 shots behind first-place Michigan
"Connie is starting to come around for
Milkman sees this tournament as a good
now 30 points out of second
defenses.
State, but five strokes ahead of SIU.
us," Milkman said. "She had a really good test for her team.
as a team, and the top two
If the NBA installed new
"I
think
·
we
are
coming
along
pretty
tournament."
"UK will be the team to beat," she said.
go to nationals, so L think
rules, Jordan could be
well," said head coach Velvet Milkman.
Steely is proud of the way the team "But our goal is to finish as the top OVC
we'll be able to pull it out
brought down to everyone
"This
tournament
was
definitely
a
stepplayed
at SIU.
school. And that should put us in the top
and qualify."
else's level - earth.
ping stone for us."
"SIU was the strongest field we have ~ve or six."
BY
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Sigma Pis spike Sig Taus

Sports
Notebook

Intramural volleyball begins; Lambda Chi Alpha wins bowling title
BY MIKE OHSTROM
AssiSTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Sigma Pi's shorthanded
intramural volleyball team
trounced Sigma Tau Gamma
15-4, 15-5 Tuesday at the
South Gym in the Carr Health
Building.
With just five players, Sigma
Pi improved to 1-1 after the
second game of round-robin
competition in the ·intramural
fraternity volleyball division.
Erik Lombard, junior from
Winter Springs, Fla., was a terror at the net for Sigma Pi.
Lombard said the five-player
rotation is more accomodating.
"I like it (the five-man set),"
Lombard said. "It's just easier
to play because you know your
position and it's not as crowded."
The Sig Taus were out-

matched for the taller Sigma
Pis, and as the rout wore on,
play got a little sloppy, according to Matt Watts, junior from
Versailles.
"I don't think we could've
shut them out (in the second
set)," Watts said. "We just got a
little loose at the end."
Lambda Chi Alpha took the
fraternity league lead with a 20 record by beating Alpha
Sigma Phi 15-9, 15-11.
Also atop their respective
divisions are Just For Fun and
the Choppers, both tied at 2-0
in the men's standings, and
Alpha Omicron Pi and Alpha
Gamma Delta in the women's
. league.
Lambda Chi Alpha also took
first place in the intramural
fraternity bowling league, posting a 17-3 record over Sigma
Phi Epsilon.

Brandl Stevenson and Mark Schrand have been
named as the Racers of the Week.
Stevenson, freshman from Au bum, finished I I th on the
individual scoreboard with a 162 to lead the Murray State
University women's golf team to a ninth-place finish at the
Saluki Women's Golf Invitational Sunday and Monday at
the Hickory Ridge Golf Course in Carbondale, Ill.
Stevenson shot a 78 for her first 18 holes, followed by an
84 in the second round.
Schrand, senior from Belleville, Ill., hit the game-winning
RBI single in the seventh Inning to lead the Murray State
U.niversity baseball team to a 7-6 come-from-behind victo·
ry over Cumberland Wednesday at Reagan Field. Schrand,
the designated hitter, improved his batting average to .258
with a two-for-three performance, including a stolen base
and a run scored as the Thoroughbreds moved to 9-18 on
the season.

Andy lee/Staff

Jon Parker, non-traditional student from Knob Uctc. Ho., zeroes
In on th~ ball In Intramural volleyball play Tuesday nlsht.

Behind straight-set wins from its freshmen third,
fourth and fifth seeds, the Murray State University wornens tennis team beat Southeast Missouri State 6-3 Tuesday.
to improve its Ohio Valley Conference record to 1-1.
Martha Zimmer, from Adanta, Ga.; Larissa Klinker, from
Oxon, England; and Angela Brooks, from Louisville, combined for the lady Racers' three singles wins, losing just
12 games between them. The team also swept the three
doubles matches without dropping a set.

Bowlin's 3 signees fill frontline
Bv MIKE

'This class is the strongest recruiting
class I've had in my three seasons here,"
said Bowlin, who guided the Lady Racers
to their best conference record ever in the
1994 campaign. "I'm really looking forward
to meshing this new class with my
returnees in the fall."
All three signees figure to play a key role
on the Lady Racers' frontline, which has
been vacated by this year's graduating
class.
Bridges, 6'2" middle hitter from Lincoln
(ill.) College, looks to battle with incoming
senior Shelly Juenger for playing time in
the middle. Bridges led her school to a 6224 record in her two seasons.

0HSTROM

AssiSTANT SPoRTS EDITOR

Murray State University volleyball coach
Brenda Bowlin ha~ filled the void left by
her All-Ohio Valley Conference senior
class of Sarah Dearworth, Gina Buscher
and Elizabeth Spomer with three highlytouted recruits.
Junior college transfers Melissa Diebold,
of Havana, Dl.; Wendy Gibson, of Paxton,
ill.; and Stephanie Diebold, freshman from
Louisville, will join a Lady Racer squad
that placed second in the OVC regular season and finished as conference tournament
runners-up.

Gibson, 5'9" outside hitter from Parkland
Community College in Champaign, lll.,
will add depth to an already talented group
of outside performers, including incoming
senior Bonnie Bagninski, sophomore Angie
Roberts and sophomore Jill Kennedy.
Perhaps the most impressive and versatile player of the bunch is 5'10" middle and
outside hitter Diebold. The Ballard High
School standout, who lives a few houses
down from Kennedy, has played with
Roberts on a few summer club teams.
The Lady Racers started spring practice
last week and have scheduled several local
spring tournaments, including a meet
Saturday at Tennessee-Martin.

CI.Ass• Fl f:os
PERSONALS

PERSONALS

My name Is Dan and I'm disgustecll I can't make a ]c:!ke
without getting busl8d/ Many
pQOplewrote and other people
ciallecll to say they were out·
ragecll and that they wera
appalled! I thought It was a
mythf It had to be a rumorf But
still there are people/ without
asense-of-humor/Somethlnk
I'm sick/ Some think I'm dellrtOAJs/ I guess 111 apologize/ but
I was never serious/ I don't
Uke little bays/ I don't even
own a van/ Don't be so gut·
llblel Sincerely, Dan.

Brothers of :E'IT, we are honored
to' be the ftrst mermers of the
White Rose Court. Love from
Lisa, Heather, Stephanie, and

Hannah
If you like Plna Coladas, meet
me tonight I'll be weartng whiteI
The brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha wOAJid like to thank Sigma
Sigma Sigma tor a wonderlul
ml)(er.
Rachel & frlends, thanks tor an
awesomesenlorsend-otl. Love,
the AGO seniors.

Frog Hop Coaches' Party.
guys! Love, the slstars ln.Al:.A.
Have a safe trip- those travel·
lng to Memphis tor The Deed
Shows.
To the sisters of AOn, our
thoughts and prayers are with
you durtng this cifflcult time.
Love, llll:t

Information: Land Between
The Lakae Aasociallon. 100
VanMorgan Ortve, Golden
Pond, KY 42211 ; cal11·800455-5897.

Allison Photography: For All your
Photography Needs. 1Oo/o dis·
count for students. Call 7538809.

ext.65

SAA Mudball Coming Aprl 22
Applications Fifth floor Spa11<a
Hall.

Babyaltter needed a couple
hours on weekday afternoons
aftet' 2:00p.m. CaH Chrtatlna

NOTICE ·

Fun Ricks Total Interactive
Video. Tuesday AprU 4, Currla
Center Dance lounge 2nd floor.

M~~NEWS
CLASSIFIED AD POLICY
Deadllne....•.Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30-4:30
Closed on weekends and holidays

HELP WANTED

SANITAllON AIDE: Part·
time afternoon poe1t1on In the
Food SeMces Department.
Average 25 hours per week
lndudng weekends.
VacationiHollday benefits.
Heeltt\ldental Insurance
available. Apply at Murray

Calloway County Hoepltat,
Personnel Department, 803
Poplar Street. E.O.E.

Every
Friday

FOR SALE
1981 BMW 5-apeed 3201. '86
Dodge Omnl 4 door. Power
air, automatic. Call 753-e232.

l:;;~!Iii!_N!_'!!)
•

753-0300.

ADVERTISE!

Without MSU 10:20¢ per word

OVER 20 WORDS
With MSU 10:10¢ per word

Without MSU 10: 15eperword

NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE.

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Classlfieds Department,
The Murray State News, 2609 University Station
Murray, Kentucky 42071

1H

at

The Murray State
News

RATES
With MSU 10; 15¢ per word
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Judicial Board Meeting

fJJ

Apri/10, 4:30p.m.
:a(!{jf,- Tennessee Room

HElP WANTED

SPECIALS

IT'S A GOOD TIME

Oxford, Miss., the Murray State University men's and
women's track teams plan to take advantage of the field
events not held during the indoor season, as the men's
squad will be facing their flrst outdoor meet. Meanwhile,
the women will be riding on the confidence of their five
first-place finishes last weekend at Tennessee Tech.

Don't forget to
move your
Get clocks
It forvvard this
Free weekend

Big Apple cate needs
waitnllaes and kitchen help.
""' Must be 21 to apply. See
Robert at Big Apple Cafe,
Hwy 121 South, Puryear,
TN. 901·247·5798

Planetartum awranlloe.
Golden Pond Planetartum,
Land Between The l..akes.
Degree raqulred. Science,
education, A·V production,
ancflor thea18r background
desired. 12 month position
beglnt May 1995. For

FUNORAISER. Exclusively
for fraternities, soror1tlee &
student organlzattons. Earn
money without spending a
dime. Just 3 • 5 days of your
time. A little work. .. a lot of
money. call for Info. No
obligation. 1-80()..932..()528,

The sisters In Al:.A had a
hoppln' good time at our ATO
AI.A coaches rule! Thanks

HELP WANTED

Heading into this weekend's Ole Miss Invitational in

Chairman: Dianna McGregor
Committee; Judicial Board

._..

""

Konda.y • Thursd&y
10 a.m. · 10 p.m.
Prid&y · Saturday
10 a.m. • 11 p.m.
Sunda.y
noon - 10 p.m.

.J

I
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SGA

SGA Elections

GALBRAITH

For the first time in recent years, Student
Government Association Executive Committee
slots will be highly contested. Polls will be open In
the Main Ballroom on the third floor of the Curris
Center from 2 to 7 p.m. on April 11 and from 8:30
a.m. to 4:30 p.m. on April12. Any student who
pays an activity fee is eligible to.vote.

Continu8d from Page 1

President

VIce-President

Jerry "Bubba" Rust
Traci Forbes
Jonathan James
Brum Kassing
Chenee D. Coleman

Michelle Lane
Bobby Glass
Brantley Gilmer

Mike Williams·
Shawn Hall
Denise Brockman
Amy Fennel

Treasurer
Jay Graham

Elections

Secret ary

Source: Student Govemment Association

Senator At Large
16 Candldatea

cotteo- of
.auaJrie~ end
Public Affelra
.,
4 Cencld8tM
Coltege of
Education

· · · 3 oandlda.t&e ,.,

College .of Fine Ari;
and Communication
2 Candidates

College of
.Hurne,..ll .t lc Studies

·.· ·5 candldat.Sr ·
College of Industry
and Technology
4 CandJdates

Cottage of Sclencet

. ;:.,' ... 4 Candidate$ .
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

ELECTIONS
Continued from Page 1

meeting Monday in which Hayes distributed and
read the rules for campaigning. Candidates
began posting materials on campus bulletin
boards soon after the 3:30p.m. gathering.

The rules allow campaigning through poll
times, although candidates may not campaign in
the Currie Center on election days.
While campaigning, candidates may set up
sandwich boards only north of the pedestrian
bridge. Each candidate may post only one advertisement per bulletin board in classroom buildings. Curris Center boards are off limits.

Appraisals reviewed

SUPPORT
Continued from Page 1

STAff REPOn

at Hardee's.
"We've been getting money in
every day," said Derek
Somerville, Pike treasurer. He
said he will contact each family
regarding their intentions for
use of the donations.
The parents of Ginger
Adams, junior from Murray
who died March 24 because of
injuries sustained during the
accident, have established a
scholarship fund in memory of
their daughter. Fund guidelines have not yet been established, said Carol Julian, assistant director for alumni affairs.
Members of Alpha Sigma Phi
fraternity placed roses Monday
on the steps of the entrance to
the Alpha Omicron Pi house in
memory of Adams, who was a
member of the sorority.

After more than three years of research and recommendations,
Murray State University was reaccredited earlier this semester
by the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.
With the notification of the 10-year reaccreditation came a
request for a follow-up report by May 1 on planning and evaluation procedures and intercollegiate athletics. Provost and Vice
President for Academic Affairs Jim Booth originally asked deans
to contribute to the report by March 31, but recently extended the
deadline by two weeks.
The request asks that "expected educational results and appropriate evaluative measures be developed and implemented for all
degree programs.,. Such assessment techniques were proposed by
the Murray State self-study compiled between 1993 and 1994 and
was among the 35 recommendations in the initial SACS report
released in February 1994.
Graduate programs were initially found to be deficient in evaluation procedures, but according to a report by the SACS
Reaffirmation Committee, the Graduate Studies Committee ·of
the Academic Council adequately addressed the ifsue. The report
also cited associate degree programs, and certain undergraduate
programs throughout the University, as needing better defined
evaluative measures.

STUDENT
AMBASSADORS
ARE LOOKING FOR
MSU'S FINEST!

Do you qualify?

help lower the Kentucky high school drop-out
rate.

On education
The incentive will offer any Kentucky graduating high school senior a $5,000 credit voucher for
use at a higher educational institution in the
state. A higher educational institution could be a
university, technical college or driving or beauty
school.
Galbraith said a surplus of state funds will pay
for this program.
"It should motivate students tO finish school,"
he said.
One Murray State student asked Galbraith
and Hammond if the incentive would apply to
anyone who has already graduated from a
Kentucky high school.
"It will help all of us because we will live in a
society that is less illiterate,'" replied Hammond,
former iron worker from Lexington. He also
directed the Wage and Hour Division of the
Employment Standards Administration under
Gov. Julian Carroll in the late 1970s.
"It just won't help you as directly as (it will)
some," Galbraith said.
"' believe it will encourage students to stay in
school,• said Shanna Compton, sophomore from
Louisville.

hear him speak, instead of listening to what the
media portrays."
United We Stand America is not affiliated
with a political party; it is an "educational and
informative organization," Thornell said.
The speakers' expe:J;tses were paid by individual donations, not UWSA, he said.

Legallzln& hemp

Galbraith organized two corporations in 1977
that research hemp as a cash crop.
Some of the information gathered by these corporations influenced Gov. Brereton Jones to
assign a Kentucky Hemp Task Force to investigate the plant's uses and the economic growth its
legalization might bring the state.
Galbr aith ran for the 1991 democratic gubernatorial nomination, a contest in which he
received 5 percent of the votes and spent 0.5 percent of the total money spent by all candidates. ·
Galbraith said the media criticized him during ·
that campaign because his platform supported
the legal use of hemp for recreational purposes.
-rhe media always go after the legal aspects,
but the real issue is really legalizing freedom,"
said Craig Gipe, junior from Lexington.
This candidacy, Galbraith is sponsoring the
use of hemp for different purposes.
"I am not encouraging the use of hemp, but I
will sponsor it for medical and industrial use,"
he said. "It is the number one medication for
multiple sclerosis and emphysema and the numbel' one death in America today - stress."
Media Image
If hemp were legalized to be grown by individThe Murray State chapter of United We Stand
uals
as a medication or as an industry-related
America sponsored the rally to educate students
cash
crop, Galbraith said some medication costs
on Galbraith's platform and to correct the mediwould
immediately drop 20 to 25 percent.
a's "misrepresentation'" of him,, said event coorBoth
Thornell and Roehm said Galbraith was
dinator Gary Thornell, non-degree seeking
a
motivati~nal
and dynamic speaker.
degree student from Fairdealing.
"He says what people want to hear and the
Compton agreed, saying that although she has
media are afraid ofhim," Thornell said. "I think never voted, "He makes me want to vote on May
in order to understand a person, you need to 23."

Advertise in
The Murray
State News

Kappa Allpha lPsi
Fr~ternuty Hnc~
~

Presents to you

~ A Touch of
l~·
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"Bran on Vaughn,
you're in our
prayers and
Thoughts.
Keep up the speedy
recovery.
We Love You."

Ja?;z

TheAElP

Talisman Court

Thursday, April 6 from 8-1 0 p.m.

) vv
~ Calling All Gatta
>

Do you have proven leadership abilities?

down the bunny trail
blingtng smiles · and
laughter to all agesl

-·~ ~ "~

The Easter Bunny is
coming to ...

Do you have good interpersonal communication skills?
Are you proud to be a Racer?
If so, apply today to be a STUDENT AMBASSADOR! Student Ambassadors
represent MSU in various ways. They host Fall Senior Days and Junior Jam, help with
high schooVtransfer recruitment and represent MSU at receptions and college fairs.

Requirements:
• Completed 15 credit hours
• 2.75 cumulative GPA
Applications and details are now available in the School Relations Office (Sparks Hall) and
are due by Aprill2 at 4 p.m. For more infonnation please contact Mallory McClure or
Randy Couch at 762-2896.
·

Be a leader
in Student Ambassadors!

!'Live''

~
~

Saturday, April 8
12 p.m. - 4 p.m.

---·---

Get a free
Polaroid picture
taken with the
Easter Bunny!
Chestnut Hills Murray

•

The MurraY
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The Best Way To Save Money
On Stuff (Other Than Borrowing
Your Roommate's.) Roo111n1ates tend to ge t a little
w eird w hen yo u borrow their stuff. (They're fun11y like that.) Better to get
yourself a M asterCard® card. Then you could u se it to
buy the things you really want. And with these
C ollege M asterValues®coupons, you'll save up to 40<Yo. And until you get your
ow n place, it's the sm artest thing you can do. Roommates are weird en ough·
t

as it is. M as terC ard. It's more than a credit card. It's smart mone y.'" ~----- ~~£~:~.~ ,..,,_-----~--------~--------~-------~-;;CARVED-----:
I

:
I

..

'

FR.EEPairofShorts(A$23Value)

I

Run av11ay with savings .md our 'hons. too. Receive
01 FREE pair of shorts (a S23 value), when you purchase S65 or more on your next catalog order and
use your MasttrCard~ COlrd. Call 1-800-551-5558
lor a free catalog or to pbce :m order. Mention offer
#RR.P-0720.
Oft'"<T ,..Jxl 211~ 10 5131/'IS. 06'a nlid only
ClllfourcJ..oau<uagaM.utrra.r.JCcard.Coupon
(JIIIIIot bt couohtnod wuh my Dthtr olucoun<>,

1

pct<U1COm<T.

I
1

I

I

I

po!nl>,. oll'tn. Or\<' rirt pau- o(ohons

cil)
~

:

SAVE 25% ON THE BEATLES'

:

I

GREATEST HITS ON CD

I

I Choose either the Red album, with hits from 1%2 to 1%6
1 (26 hits including: A H.mi Day\ Night. Tich·t To J~de

I and Help) or the Blue album, 1967 to 1970 (2R hits indudmg:
Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band, All You Net•d 1~

I

dii)

Oili:n:olidl/1195co5/31/95 Oifetvalldonlyonputtbases
u.uog a M.al...c.mf" <:inl Otfrr nuy not be comb<fl(<i With
I any othor oll<r or di.Kount$hrrr•ng and h•liJhng .o.J.uuon.l
I

-

:!!:~~~~Piease•&hrpbabk~

~

:

SAVE UP TO $120

I

Your colle~e ring, from ArtCarvcd, is .1 keepsake
you'll always treasure. Save $30 on IOK gold, $60
on 14K gold or $12ll on 18K gold. Call I-800IJ52-7002 tor more der;1ils.

1

(•tlcrnlld2/l/'15h>51;11195 OifcrvabJonlvonpurdwnusmg
a M»«rl:.rd• r~nl Coupon MJ)' nut be
combined
\\tth an ower coupon or CLJcount.
Te •-mt• _.. _
__ ...__ • .,
-

J

1

Love, and Revolurion).lluy one 2-CD set for S25.1JM (a S31 98 I
1 value) or get the pair of CD sets for $..17.98. To order call
1
I 1-800-313-3323.
I
1

con ........,.,
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I
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EXf!!tESS)

~

Save 40%

I

I

Jom the club.•.and save 4Cr. u off the 125, ~year memberslup fee when you lL~ your MasterCJ card. Enjoy
dio;counts of up to 50"h on contact le11~. gbsses, designer
sun~ and much more at "Amt>nca's #l VISion C'.are
"- · " F
d -"- .. n 1 8(Jt)..USA LENS d
..xlVICe. orJnorc Cl<ws,C.w;)D
mention offer #101.
OtTrr •nd coupon v.alid 21 1/95 to Sl J I195
OfT<r vtbd only on purchnn 1111nga
MJSt<rCud' c•r,l. Offer "'"1 wh<re
prohobrtcd by bw.

cil)
-
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I

I
1
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1

I
l

I
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rorachange

Save 15% On Your Next Purchase
Your donn or ap01rtment could use ol few dtanges. You cuuld
use a good de:ll. Pier I can supply both. We'll take 15% off
your totaiQurcha~e of all regular price Items from colorful
pillows to fun framed art. All the supplres1 school calls for, phi>
15% off when you use your M:~sterCard ' card at Pi<'r 1.
Ofr•r.anJ rouponV>bJ 211/95ro ;131/95. <>tfct v11idonl} Cfl r<~«hunUSIIJG•
M•>t~rCarJ"card.Otf<rv•hdonre)!.\'LU'pnadn,.nhJndi.. Clrlly,e:nhtJ.:tdeuau.cau<l
w.
11..,. ddiv.-ry and C>th<rtm'll;t dwges.Coupon must be- 1t'>-k<noed 011 rhc urn< d
ptuchasc.'Oirerdocsnoupplyropri<>rpwdwnond=nocbeusedwpurdw<C'oli •
Ccmlicna. Coupon is DOt vsl•d 111 combUuuon widi
>n) other •oupou or cliscount, C.oupon u val..! ot •ll
dOLl~)
ha I company'""" .,d pamciJI"'UUB fnnthi.« ttorn
Cwpon IU46.

Otf~r Not Vahd Wothom n ... Coupon

-
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GET ONE VIDEO FREE
WHEN YOU BUY THH..EE
Video v•dues JU~t for you! Et\ioy a fi1ll sdection of top-quality
videos .11 drswunt pncc~. All videos are priced at S9.95 or les.s
and :ue 100% s;~tisf.1cuon gu:mmteed. Act now and get one
VJJe, • IRE.l when you buy three and use your MasterCarUC'
I r Ill 0()( R6'> 71001'
FREE __ ,
d kfc
care · '--'·' -o }- -or your ·
CaWJ.og an, as or
the COLLEGE Ma~terValuesilt' oflh.

cil)

Oiler wl<J.2111\I) to 51.\119S Olfo:r YolhJ <mly onpurdwco
wmg • M.UOor<'_.rJ' ._ttl O~er nuy nat he 1 outhoned wtth '"I'
olhe:r oiE:t or d'o<rounL- •>B'« v.Ud for U.!i ..,dent> oaly.
Voul..-here pro1ubtta1.
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1
Save $2 Off A CD Or Cassette
Here's muuc to your cars. uvc 12 on one CD or ca~settc
priced 18.99 or more when ym1 use your MmerCard~ card.
One 12 di~count per coupon.
COUPON #493
Oifrr and coupon v~hol 211/'lS co 513 t /95 Offer valid only on pun:h•"~<'i usmg •
M.,cerCatd• ned. Ca1h rrdemptoon value J/20 Ofl'rr vo1d "hrre prcohobitrd. ~>xrd
or rc>tncrtd Coupon nur noc ~ comboncd "'"h

•nyolh«1ncounc.lmntunrCilorrn~neper

or~r. Exc udrl ulc met<h>ndo~.
Off<r Not Vahd Wnhout Thotl:oupon

cil)
-

~

}-<500-l11E_!?Q~[
SAVE UP TO 2 5%

: Show the sp.:cial people in your life how tlluch you cart'!
Save 20% on all floral :unngernents and g1ft baskets of528.45
or morl', and get 25% off' a dozen ro~es wht'n you me your
I Ma~terCard" card. Call J-800-THF..-ROSE before 1pm and
1 h:~ve your spec1al gtfi delivered the same chy!
OtTer vaJJ<l VJ/05 co 5/31/95, ()Jier vahcl onl . '"1 pure h.><<~ usin ~ M;.r.rC•ttl$
II ard.
Offer valid on producn pnctd , ~S ;, , ,
II
411 01 0
Appbable ul" tn and 1<'1\'ICO clwges are oddioocul
1 Conponllnotv•lidwnhanyothtt•pr-i.alull'cror
dt«OUlll 0Jfer valid only 011 drhvrn"' Wlllun <he
: ~C:";:'~:~~~Uted StU<\. Supd.Jy drhvtry
~

I

dii)

1

THE WAIJL STREET JOURNAL.
49% Off A Special
12-Week Subscription
Invest m )"our tinure and stay on top of current developmcms v.;th Titr lt'al/ Srrt•ttjouT?UII. f:or a limited
tnnc only, pay Jll't S23 for a .12-week subscnption
to the n.uion's leadmg husiness pubhcation. To take
,ulvam:~ge l1fth1s ~pecial offer, call 1-800-348-3555
l 1
•
k
.UH p ~.1st• reh:r lQ \Oun·c ey 75NE.
Oll'crv>lidl/1 95to~t31/9) Oli'<rV>bJ
(1111) ""run: hut> "'"'I!. M.utcrC.td& '""
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THE SIIRPEIIMIIE*

SAVE 15% ON YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE OF $75 OR MORE

I

.]

1
1

Shoppm!( 1s easy .tt Aml'nc.l's premser spt·culty reuiler ofgifi:. tit- 1
50% Off Film Developing
nes~, recrcacion.il, trawl, .1pparcl.md more. Use yuur MNt-rCanf
Hold on to the ~ood lllllt>s and your money,• too.
card and ~we 15% on a purchl.\c ofS75 or more when you shop
I MotoPhoto...the best plo~ce for better picture~ ~ulr. 11 rtt>ed!
at any one of our 70 store locations or by mail order. Call 1-801.<
I T.tke 50"·o off tlw regul.u pnce of processmg and printing when
344-4444, 24 hour. a dly, 7 chys .I \veek. to lind the store nc=~t I you use your Mo~sterCard'k- card. Call 1-800-733-668(, for the
you or for a FREE cawlo~.
1 location ncare~t you. Limit 1.
btTtr valod 2111\15 '" 5131/'IS em.. va.!Jd only on f"'rduscs "''"It. M..,..c:,.rd&
r•nl Olfa not nlid "'' cnuon purclwn. M•y not~ cor:nbilml wtth fT<Cjllrnt
I Otl-r .nJ '""I<On v•liJ 211195 '" V31195 <':nil rttlcmpoon v•lue 1120 Otfn ~at.d
UU)'cn"' f'rottmn. Pn.- M•t<hiiiK Pohty, lU<Uon rur<h».-.. or otbcr J'"''""" or
only on rurch...-. uung. MAttrr~ =d. l.mur Ont «>upon pa CUtmm<r
ptOIIlOUOnl, Not v.ohd on pur<hJI( or grft <<rUii<>l<1 "' on
I (:0111101 bt' combmeJ With •ny Ol~t olftn. OfJ<.r valid
prrvtO\I\ purchntt- l

~ ducoum b lppltr..~l. to. •nJ th<

mUiomumput<hoU<'~dunnl<ro~•ndMpncnonly,and

<Kcllld<> "'· lluppontt :~n<l u~ on •h•rp•ng
Coupon Rcquorrd POS CODL: II

dCUEGE.0
•

~
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I

carnival.

'niUttli\T POI'IJ~Rfk\1\."1: ll'IF. 1.\UlE ftoal.lll.
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CRUISE AND SAVE, PLUS RECEIVE A
FREE FANNY PACK*·

Cnuse the "fun Ships""and save up to S~(tO per cabin on
3- or •1-dJy cnuscs when you use your MasterCard~ ord.
Cru1s•• fcJr a' Ia tie a~ $299 pt•r person. Jrd :111d 4th passengers
CTUJSe FREE' eau 1-~00-352-3454 for infonnauon and
booktngs. Wc-r Co.~>t callers dial: 1-R00-633-0220.
A.lk for l l~ll u :J M•\lcr\'.1111<,. Solviii).'\' ( >tfrr v-..J•d '"' oelt.rcol UIUI>g\ dornuv)• 1'115,
hobd..y loi.Kkouts aprlv .\.lmt bOok by .5/31/'JS.OITtr\alidonly on purch:un <Hing •
,..~. ord. IUlo- pet penon. daublr occupant;·.~ "1th :m add-ot~~
~v•tbblc Porl th.tJtl~l<n lO<I Uxcure .oddtoorul
011<1' llll'J"<I 1\J •V'JOLOI~I~ ""I'"" <omt.....bk wllh
myathad,.count Sbir"Jl..~ Ubma.ll.oltinus..
·Duu~nylon •panihutr" pad.'""' bbck
aJJU'Libk \\.n<t "r•p.
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